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“Handmade in Germany” is displaying masterpieces of
150 German manufactories, artisans and designers.
The international exhibition presents a selection of contemporary high-quality
products from Germany: hand-made precious objects and cultural assets
manufactured in Germany.
Germany has many good manufactories producing high-quality products. The reason
for this is the historical tradition of German craftsmanship. The training – from
apprentice to journeyman to master – is unique in the world; its purpose is to achieve
a broad access to traditional knowledge as well as a great depth in the field, which
makes handicrafts one of the most diverse and innovative sectors of the national
economy. The “Handmade in Germany” exhibition uses selected exhibits to show what
an important part handicrafts, including in the spirit of artistic movements such as the
Werkbund and the Bauhaus, play in Germany’s cultural heritage.
Exhibitors include world-renowned luxury brands, superb manufactories, individual
designers and award-winning art studios – it is precisely this mix of old and young,
well known and insider knowledge, which makes the exhibition, which was over two
years in preparation, so appealing. “Handmade in Germany” is a journey through
the objects and people of modern and traditional Germany, from those of the Alpine
foothills of Bavaria to the Frisian Islands of the North Sea.
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Masterpieces

With the exhibition curated by Pascal Johanssen and Katja Kleiss of the
Direktorenhaus Berlin, the mythos of Germany’s quality work is on tour.
The selection of contemporary high-quality products from Germany
displays masterworks from 150 German manufactories, artisans and
designers, hand-made precious objects and cultural assets manufactured
in Germany. Starting in St. Petersburg, the collection will be hosted by,
among other places, Hong Kong, Taipei, New York, Boston, Los Angeles,
and Abu Dhabi.

Germany has many outstanding manufactories that produce at the very highest level. The reason for this is
the historical tradition of German craftsmanship. The training – from apprentice to journeyman to master
– is unique in the world; its purpose is to achieve a broad access to traditional knowledge as well as a great
depth in the field, which makes handicrafts one of the most innovative sectors of the national economy. The
“Handmade in Germany” exhibition shows that German handicrafts are to this day influenced by the spirit
of artistic movements such as the Werkbund and the Bauhaus and are one of the most important elements
of Germany’s cultural heritage. “Handmade in Germany” is a journey through the objects and people of
modern and traditional Germany. The exhibitors include world-renowned luxury brands, manufactories,
individual designers and award-winning art studios. It is precisely this mix of small and large, well-known
and undiscovered manufacturers, which makes the exhibition so appealing.

Aesthetic Education
The sense of beauty fulfils an evolutionary function for mankind. Contemplation of the beautiful inspires the
individual to strive for something higher. In a time of mass consumption that tends toward the convergence
and standardisation of human life, we also become less competent to perceive the material world around
us in a differentiated way, with all its varied forms and shapes, materials and substances, functions and
customs. The “Handmade in Germany” exhibition seeks to raise awareness of the need for a distinct aesthetic
education, in the sense of a conscious perception of the world of objects that surrounds us. At the same time,
the exhibition aims to promote consciousness of quality, through an eye trained to see detail and through the
cultivation of interest.

ST. P E TE RS BURG – MOS CO W – S HANG HAI – HO NG KO NG
TA IPEI – TOKY O – LOS ANGE L E S – CHI CAG O – MI AMI – BO S TO N
N EW Y ORK – TORONTO – ABU DHABI – I S TANBUL – RO ME
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Andreas Maier
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Cultural Significance

Cooperation

The exhibition is an impressive illustration of the diversity of the German cultural tradition and its current
adaptation to and development within worldwide processes. It shows the whole scope of knowledge and
creativity of craft-driven quality production, the products of which are not only commodities, but also
bearers of identities and values. The exclusive spectrum of the exhibition encompasses exhibits that were on
display at leading German museums and belong to State and private collections. The diversity of the show
ranges from innovative, one-of-a-kind designs, developed by renowned and award-winning German artists,
to unique, individually hand-crafted pieces, to samples of Germany’s new, sophisticated gastronomic culture.

The exhibition is a chance to promote a professional, cross-industry exchange of experiences. Intensive
networking and cooperation can take place at the exhibition and at parallel events, between German
and international manufacturing producers, designers, agents and researchers. The exhibition offers the
opportunity for people to get to know the culture of the partner country, and while discovering certain
topics, crafts or arts, to have a lively exchange of views. Also to this end, the exhibition brings together
designers and design networks, helps strengthening the intercultural communication and management
capacities of distributors and creates bonds to local institutions of the host country.
The touring exhibition was initiated and is being conducted by the foundation Stiftung Direktorenhaus,
under the direction of curators Pascal Johanssen and Katja Kleiss. The Direktorenhaus, located in the
centre of Berlin, is devoted to exhibitions of contemporary applied arts. Selections from the multi-faceted
collection of contemporary international designers and artisans can be seen in regular presentations.

Sustainability
Manufactories are a model for sustainable economies: Their production radius, the durability of their
products, and a mode of production that conserves natural resources make manufactories a prototype for
sustainable economies: The “Handmade in Germany” exhibition sets out to show that it is notably small and
medium-sized manufactories, in light of global change and progressive standardisation, digitisation and
dematerialisation, which offer an ideal alternative to current economic and business models. Manufactories
are especially characterised by their close and personal customer relationships, manageable business
structures, local and regional supply as well as ecological responsibility. Thus, manufactories assume an
important social function.

Promotion of Young People
The exhibition seeks to give new impetus to the promotion of young people, notably in the specialised
handicraft professions. School leavers and apprentices should be inspired by the “Handmade in Germany”
exhibition and recognise what personal opportunities they might encounter from a profession in one of the
handicraft industries and trades that are presented in the exhibition. With respect to quality production,
manufactories emphasize the quality of work and perfecting one’s own skills – values which, in addition to
one’s interest in the content of the particular profession, also foster personal fulfilment and self-confidence.
The exhibition seeks not only to inspire graduates in Germany, but also to offer young people along the
international stops of the tour the chance to make contact with renowned companies and manufactories and
to learn through personal dialogues about possible career paths.
Lang & Heyne
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„Handmade in Germany“ is an exhibition tour of German
manufacturers all around the globe, spanning several years. The
exhibition starts its journey in Berlin and makes its first stop in
Saint Petersburg. From there it will travel to Asia, America and
the Middle East, before finding its way back to Europe.
The tour visits exciting cities and metropolises. They are mostly reached by sea, but also across land.
The concept of the tour is inspired by the so called “Walz” – this term means the century-old German
craft tradition of the “apprentice’s journey”. After completing their period of training, the apprentices
traditionally take on a long journey, comparable to the “grand tour” of the European nobility. The
apprentice’s journey is a German tradition that lives on until today. The travelling craftsmen on the “Walz”
still wear traditional garments.
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St. Petersburg

Shanghai

With over 4.8 million inhabitants, Saint Petersburg is the
second largest city in Russia. Not only is it the country’s second
strongest economic area, but it also enjoys the reputation of
being the brightest, wildest and most romantic city in Russia.

Shanghai serves especially as the most important industrial
centre of the People's Republic of China and is undoubtedly
one of the largest and most majestic cities in the world. Aided
by the port location in the estuary of the Yangtze River on the
Huangpu River, the city is a weighty transportation hub; it is
not in vain that the name of the city means "up the sea".

The old Tsarist city sits on the eastern side of the Baltic Sea, the Gulf of
Finland, which is comprised of 43 islands and consists of 10% water. It is
often referred to as: “The Venice of the North”, a comparison which owes its
reputation to the numerous waterways of the Neva which snake their way
through the classical baroque old town of Saint Petersburg. Accomplished
by Peter the Great with a distinctively Western prototype, this part of the
city has now been named a UNESCO World Heritage site. The beginnings
of German-Russian relations stretch far back in the history of both nations’
people. At the time of absolutism, the Tsardom of Russia and the Kingdom
of Prussia were next-door-neighbours. Particularly in the years before and
after the First World War, this relationship was crystallised through an
intense interaction of art, literature and architecture – Der Blaue Reiter and
Bauhaus bore witness to Dostoevsky and Tolstoy, who similarly had a lasting
effect on Nietzsche and Heidegger.

As is typical of many cities in Asia, Shanghai is also defined by its own
differences. On the one hand futuristic skyscrapers dominate the skyline,
on the other hand, the traditional style is bound by the traditional building
style of miniature buildings with pagoda-shaped roofs’ charming accents
- unshakable belief in progress encounters historically-developed cultural
heritage. The People's Square is a spectacular opera house which was
inaugurated in 1998 and its three performance spaces offer sufficient space
for concert performances, Chinese operas, productions of Western plays and
many other events. The Shanghai Museum waits for the same ten galleries
that give a comprehensive insight into the Chinese art and cultural history.
The appreciation of traditional craftsmanship is evident in the presentations
organized several times daily that turn.

Moscow

Hong Kong

Moscow is not only the capital of the Russian Federation but
it’s the most populous city with 11.55 million inhabitants
and also the heart of Russian politics, economics, religion
and culture. The numerous facets of this city located on the
Moskva River metropolis are founded on an eventful history
which goes back to the year 1147 when Moscow was first
mentioned in writing.

Hong Kong - the name of the city "Fragrant Harbour" already
tells of a special formulation: The Essence of counterparties
located in the Pearl River Delta agarwood trees was used in
religious ceremonies and as an ethereal fragrance for incense
and medicinal recipes. The rugged urban area spreading across
a half and several hundred islands is growing constantly.

The Kremlin and the Red Square today represent the political centre of the
Russian state. Right at the southern end of the Red Square there is another
symbol of the city - the Cathedral of St. Basil the Blessed which ranks as
one of the symbols for the pervasive religiosity of the country due to its
distinctive architecture. The diversity of the Russian soul is reflected in the
numerous cultural establishments of Moscow. Since 2011, the Bolshoi Theatre
has been shining again in new splendour after extensive renovations and
restoration measures, and formerly offered an impressive stage to one of the
oldest and most distinguished ballet companies, the Bolshoi Ballet.
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With the rising population and the ongoing construction boom, large-scale
land reclamation measures have led to the formal emergence so-called "New
Territories" from the nothingness. The seven million inhabitants living on an
area of 1104 km2 which is located in the Pearl River Delta metropolis today
make a mega-city. Chinese and English are namely the two official languages
which have a major influence on the cultural scene; however, the vast
majority of residents have Chinese ancestry, and mainly speak Cantonese as
their mother tongue, which accounts for 95 percent of the city population.
The diversity of languages is also reflected in the variously practiced religions.
In 1997, the state sovereignty was transferred to the People's Republic of
China from Great Britain. Hong Kong enjoys a Chinese Special Administrative
Region of the privilege of a free market economy and the utmost autonomy.
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Taipei

Los Angeles

It’s hard to imagine that about 300 years ago the city of
Taipei was still composed mainly of marsh and grasslands.
Located in the northern part of the western Pacific island of
Taiwan Taipei, it is crossed by three rivers Danshui, Xindian
and Keelung.

As the largest city in the U.S. state of California, Los Angeles is
located directly on the Pacific Ocean and the Los Angeles River.
In contrast to other major cities Los Angeles has relatively
few high-rise buildings; instead, the urban environment was
designed rather extensively and is populated accordingly.

Pingpu Natives initially explored these lands on canoes and the proximity to
the Chinese mainland attracted Han Chinese for fishing and trading on the
banks of the rivers. Municipal solid structures arose only at the beginning of
the 18th century and were founded on immigration from mainland China.
Within a short time Taipei has undergone a rapid development, such that the
metropolis is the administrative, economic and cultural aorta Taiwan today.
The cultural life is all about traditional ceremonies. Thus the tea houses in
the Maokong Mountains attract visitors annually whilst also accompanied by
opulent fireworks processions marking fixed points in the religious calendar.
The National Palace Museum is also referred to as the "Taiwan treasury" and
here there is preserved finally the most comprehensive collection of some of
China's 5,000 years of art- including precious exhibits of jade or porcelain
ware, as well as paintings and bronzes.

When a city invites you to dream, then it’s Los Angeles. Myths and hopes
of registers in the Hollywood dream factory have since long been declared
dead. The decades-established film and television industry in Hollywood is
at home here. In view of its art and design scene, Los Angeles is no longer
a secret. Established sizes of the creative industries have settled in the
Californian city for several years. Government buildings such as the City
Hall and the Los Angeles Music Centre as well as the Concert Hall Dorothy
Chandler Pavilion are found along the Civic Centre. A very lively music
scene is present all year round in the West Coast city. As a matter of fact, the
principal commercial and business centre in California benefited from the
numerous universities, colleges and research institutes that strengthen Los
Angeles as a location and always fertilizes the potentials of the city.

Tokyo

Chicago

The name Tokyo, meaning "eastern capital", gives up the
geographical localization and the immediate political
relevance of its location on the main Japanese island of
Honshu metropolis.

Chicago borders the south-western shore of Lake Michigan
in the far northeast of the U.S. state of Illinois. The unique
atmosphere of the third largest city in the U.S. stems from the
contrasting juxtaposition of nature and architecture.

The Tokyo prefecture is divided into 23 districts, each of which constitutes
an administratively independent commune and with 9,117,859 inhabitants
it is both the most populous city in Japan as well as the seat of government
and capital of the country. It pulls all the strings of political, economic
and cultural life together. With a collection of around 110,000 exhibits of
Japanese art and archaeology, the Tokyo National Museum was established
as the largest and oldest museum in Japan when it was founded in 1872 and
built in Ueno Park in the district of Taitō. The National Museum of Western
Art, the largest of its kind in Asia, combines European and North American
art from the Middle Ages up to the 20th century. During the economic boom
in Japan in the 1930s and mid-1950s Tokyo expanded and so successively
settled public institutions, businesses and factories in the border regions,
the so-called sub-centres. Key economic sectors are Tokyo's international
trade, innovation in high-tech firms and research-intensive industries.

On the one hand, the Lake Michigan seems endless to pull along the horizon
on the other side endless steel and concrete buildings protrude equally to
the sky. Another correspondence between water and architectural design
exists between the Chicago River, whose flow direction was reversed in
1900, and the bridges that cross the river at different points of the city. The
World Columbian Exposition that took place in 1893 in Chicago generated
momentum for further cultural and architectural development of the city.
The echo of this world exhibition promoted the optimistic belief in industrial
progress.
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To date, the city is home to the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the largest
commodity futures exchange in the United States, as well as the Chicago
Board of Trade, the major commodity exchanges in the country.
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Miami

New York

The city of Miami is located in the U.S. state of Florida and
includes an urban area of approximately 143 km2. Viewed
from the water, Miami is considered as located at the mouth
of the Miami River in Biscayne Bay, which is part of the
Atlantic Ocean. Tall skyscrapers aspire skyward which are
witnesses of the immense construction boom of the 1920s,
which the city owes its nickname "Magic City".

New York City is considered to be the secret capital of the world.
Its global significance, being also situated just off the east coast
of the United States, with more than eight million inhabitants
whilst also being the most populous city in the United States, is
manifested in the presence of international institutions.

Cultural diversity is also an expression of over 30 different denominations
that practice their faith in the more than 500 established churches. Essential
for the city are the favourable climatic conditions. The year-round mild
climate promotes a distinct lifestyle culture, which takes place mainly
outdoors. While the beaches boast of a variety of leisure activities and
water sports, large-scale city parks also invite one to linger. In the Art Deco
District, more than 1,000 colourfully decorated homes exude a touch of
nostalgia in the style of the 1920s and 1930s. The Museum of Contemporary
Art has been prescribed contemporary authorship for art. The Miami
Art Museum in the heart of the city primarily organizes exhibitions with
international positions of the 20th and 21st centuries.

The immigrant city is distributed across five districts and is known for its
heterogeneous population structure - African Americans, whites, Asians,
Hispanics - ethnic groups of all compass directions have found a new home
in New York. The skyline of New York visualizes the modern architectural
history. New York received the first skyscraper with the construction of the
triangular Flatiron Building in 1902. The near Central Park, designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright Spiralbau, is characteristic of the Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum opened in 1959 and is home to works by modern masters as well as
works by contemporary artists. The cultural scene in New York is legendary.
Along with Times Square, Broadway attracts many musical performances
to the theatre district. One of the most prestigious international exhibition
houses with various offices is also resident in New York: the Museum of
Modern Art, a museum of modern and contemporary art.

Boston

Toronto

Boston, which lies on the east coast of the United States, is one
of the oldest, wealthiest, and most culturally diverse cities in
the country and is a real student city. Harvard University, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Boston University
are also included among the supporting educational
institutions.

Toronto is one of the largest cities in Canada with 2.6 million
inhabitants as well as the fourth largest city in North
America; also the Great Toronto region is home to more than
6.2 million people.

The combination of historic sights and cultural attractions gives a
multifaceted picture of the landscape beyond the embedded attractive
coastal town. At the Museum of Science, the interactive exhibition animates
concepts for playful discovery of scientific phenomenon and engineering
experiments. In the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, art lovers will find carefully
curated Egyptian and Nubian antiquities, a comprehensive collection of
Chinese objects and selected paintings of classic European modernity. In
the heart of downtown, the seat of the Financial District has settled, and
the Government Centre with City Hall, Boston City Hall and Chinatown are
also located here. Use of restoration projects could restore the attractiveness
Boston again in fallow zones, such as in the area of the port.
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Although situated high in the north, Toronto – whose name is derived
from the Huron word for fish trap – is characterized by a maritime flair:
Located on the north-western shore of Lake Ontario, leading the Humber
River and the Don River and various tributaries in a phenomenal natural
harbour. The German-Canadian relations are based on common values
and interests which are rich in tradition and trust. Nearly 2.8 million of
the 35.3 million Canadians have German roots, about 300 years ago the
first German immigrants came to Canada. Germany is one of the ten most
important trading partners of Canada. Canada is an attractive market for
German Products; Germany is Canada's fifth most important supplier and
the seventh largest export market in the bilateral trade. A closed cultural
agreement between Germany and Canada in 1975 brought together a variety
of cultural relations between the two nations.
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Abu Dhabi

Rome

Abu Dhabi is the capital, and with 921,000 inhabitants the
second most populous, city of the United Arab Emirates. In
addition, Abu Dhabi is also the capital of the emirate, which
is the largest of the seven member states of the United Arab
Emirates.

Rome - the forever "Eternal City" is located on the banks of the
Tiber River, has been the capital of the unified Italy only since 1871,
and is also the largest city. The Vatican City is an independent
state within the city just as a nucleus with the seat of the Bishop of
Rome, and thus the pope, the head of the Roman Catholic Church.
Throughout the city, the legacy of history is palpable, and in 1980
the historic centre of Rome, St. Peter's Basilica and the Vatican
City were declared UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

The whole city area covers an approximately 70-square-mile T-shaped island
in the Persian Gulf. In addition to the security and economic policy, the
cultural and educational policy is also given a great importance. Sustainable
impetus for a long-term cooperation between the UAE and Germany are
expected by the end of April 2013 in Berlin’s memorandum of understanding
which was signed between the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation, which
includes Sharjah Museum Department, all 16 museums, and the Goethe
Institute. Furthermore, the United Arab Emirates is increasingly investing in
the construction and renovation of its education sector - a sector that is at the
forefront in the budget approaches of the Emirati government. As an already
dominant economic hub, Abu Dhabi seeks a key position in the Arab art and
culture. The immense investments that flow into the multiform projects on
the artificially extended Saadiyat Island apply particularly ambitious.

There is a close connection between Germany and Italy which is based as
a rule on the historical development of both countries as so-called "late
Nations" but which is also based on their common obligations within the
European Union. On the other hand, there have always been intensive
trade relations as well as many links in the areas of tourism, art and culture
being carried out in exchange between the two countries in the heart of
Europe. Germany maintains a variety of cultural institutions, especially in
Rome, such as the German Archaeological Institute, the art-historical Max
Planck Institute Bibliotheca Hertziana, the Villa Massimo with their artist
scholarships or Casa di Goethe as a museum and exhibition.

Istanbul
Istanbul, the city on the Golden Horn, is the only city in the
world, extending equally across two continents. Nestled in the
straits between the Mediterranean and Black Sea, the Bosporus,
two-thirds of the inhabitants live on the European and a third
on the Asian continent.
With nearly 15 million inhabitants Istanbul is not only the fifth largest city
in the world, but also the most populous city of Turkey as well as the centre
of commerce, finance, media and culture - in 2010, Istanbul was also the
European Capital of Culture. The two countries, Turkey and Germany, are
closely connected to each other due to economic ties of over 4000 German
entrepreneurs that are operating in Turkey.
To promote respect for cultural diversity and to help overcome cultural and
religious misunderstandings, the Ernst Reuter Initiative was born in Istanbul
in 2006. Named after the former Berlin Mayor, the Ernst Reuter Initiative is
dedicated to intercultural dialogue and wants to arouse an active interest
and greater commitment towards bilateral projects within politics, economy,
culture, science, society and the media.
Nymphenburg
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Rejon
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The Curators

Direktorenhaus

Pascal Johanssen
is gallery owner, curator and founder of the Direktorenhaus
in Berlin. As gallery proprietor, he began to represent graphic
artists and illustrators for the Galerie Johanssen, thereby
paving the way for artists into the art market. In 2007, together
with Katja Kleiss, he founded the Illustrative, an international
biennial for contemporary illustration and graphic arts. Some
time later, the gallery moved into rooms in the Direktorenhaus,
situated at the Alte Münze in the centre of Berlin, which had
by then been established as an exhibition venue for design
and contemporary arts and crafts. Johanssen is editor for the
magazine Objects. Journal of Applied Arts and co-editor for
Deutscher Manufakturenführer as well as the initiator of Deutsche
Manufakturenstraße, a network for the presevation and protection
of regional manufacturers.

The touring exhibition was initiated and is being conducted by the foundation Stiftung
Direktorenhaus together with the society „Freunde des Direktorenhauses“. The Direktorenhaus
was founded in 2010 by Pascal Johanssen and Katja Kleiss in Berlin as a private museum of applied
arts. Character and concept of the Direktorenhaus are something new, because in its exhibitions
and publication it aims for a merging of art and craft and it sees itself as an institution somewhere
between gallery, museum and a place of research. Today the Direktorenhaus is an influental
educational establishment among the applied arts.

− www.direktorenhaus.com

Katja Kleiss
is manager of Illustrative, the international festival for
contemporary graphic art and illustration. She is also the CEO of
the Direktorenhaus and works as an art advisor for international
companies. As a cultural scientist, she pursues social design
projects, which have designers develop positive future scenarios
for social problem areas. She is involved with cultural development
programs for disadvantaged children and in 2014 initiated an
art school in the Uckermark region surrounding Berlin, situated
in the Unesco biosphere reserve Schorfheide-Chorin. Together
with Pascal Johanssen and with the help of investors and urban
partners, she is aiming to transform the area of the Staatliche
Münze in the Mitte district, near Museum Island Berlin, into a
young, cultural heart of the German capital.
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Jung

Schalksmühle
| founded in 1912 | 700 employees |

Albrecht Jung GmbH & Co. KG was founded in 1912 in
Schalksmühle in the Sauerland.
Under the guiding principle “Progress as Tradition”, the company has
established itself, in the more than 100 years of its history, as a specialist in
switches and systems.
Albrecht Jung, then a 40-year-old electrician, developed and patented an
invention: the pull switch with a 1/8 rotation. This principle of short actuation
travel is today the basis of all the company’s switch designs.
More than about 20 years ago, the management of the company was
handed over to the founder’s grandson Harald Jung, from the company’s
third generation. JUNG provides devices and systems that combine
modern technology, design and great functionality. This includes switches,
outlets, dimmers and detectors of various kinds. There are also innovative
function control systems for houses or apartments, ranging from lighting,
blinds and temperature control to wireless technology.

Contact
Albrecht Jung GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1320, Volmestraße 1, D-58579 Schalksmühle
t. +49 (0)2355 806-0 e. kundencenter@jung.de
— www.jung.de
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André von Martens

Burmester

Gosda | founded in 1990 | 1 employee |

Berlin

About half-way between Dresden and Berlin, far from the restless tumult of
big-city life, lies Gosda, a small, sleepy, idyllic village in a picturesque rural
area of the Calauer Schweiz.
At this peaceful spot, André von Martens in 1990 acquired a snug farmhouse, where he has
lived with his family ever since. Here, over time, he has created his own home and a perfect
place for creative work. To make his black ceramics, André von Martens mixes mainly the
local bright clays with fine-grained chamotte clay and mica. It is the particular composition
of the substance that is of crucial importance for its final structure, texture, the quality
of fragments it contains and its shine. The pots are firstly turned on the potter’s wheel.
Later the entire exterior of the pot is worked with various tools. Fine dynamic structures
are created simultaneously and the texture of the material comes into view. The design
features, such as colour, form, ornamentation, texture, shine, sonority and weight, must
form a unity. None of them should be dominant in the finished product. André von Martens
personally insists that his works should look exciting, calm and restrained.

Since 1977 Burmester Audiosysteme has been manufacturing high-end
home audio components of unsurpassed quality in manual labour in
Berlin, distributing these high-end products in more than 50 countries.
From the very beginning the objective has been to create a perfect blend of highestquality sound, technological innovation and timeless design. Achieving absolute
sound quality requires the creative interaction of cutting-edge technology, the
use of only the finest electronic components and old-fashioned craftsmanship.
For sophisticated enthusiasts of genuine music playback components from the
factory in Berlin are the measure of all things. "Art for the Ear"; each device is a
technical, visual and tactile masterpiece. The distinctive design, the finest materials
and superior craftsmanship "Made in Germany" guarantee absolute maximum
performance and unrivalled delight for all the senses.

André von Martens

Contact
André von Martens
Hauptstraße 5, D-03229 Luckaitztal OT Gosda
t. +49 (0)3541 801430 e. avm@schwarzkeramik.de
— www.schwarzkeramik.de

Intense research and development have made it possible to transfer Burmester’s
long experience of providing high-end sound for the living room to the automotive
industry. Listening to music in the car is no longer a compromise affair. Burmester
sound systems now make it possible to enjoy the warm, natural and full-bodied
Burmester sound in cars as well. After a successful debut with the sound system
in the Bugatti Veyron, Burmester could win other renowned partners like Porsche,
Mercedes-Benz and AMG. The always challenging cooperation within these
projects enabled Burmester to set new standards in the automotive sector
worldwide as well.

Berthold Hoffmann
Nürnberg

| founded in 1985 | 1 employee |

Contact
Burmester Audiosysteme GmbH
Wilhelm-Kabus-Straße 47, D-10829 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 787968-0 e. mail@burmester.de
— www.burmester.de

In his studio in Nuremberg, the skilled silversmith Berthold Hoffmann has
been producing everyday objects out of metal since 1985: sterling silver
tableware and cast iron vessels for everyday (and also very stylish) use.

Contact
Atelier Berthold Hoffmann
Senefelderstr.4, D-90409 Nürnberg
t. +49 (0)911 563267 e. info@hoffmann-metallgefaesse.de
— www.hoffmann-metallgefaesse.de

| founded in 1977 | 30 employees |

A veritable cult has risen up in Germany around Hoffmann’s pots, especially those made of
cast iron: His fondue set, which weights as much as a wall cupboard, now gets top prices
at auctions. On display, the objects remind one of a serene monk: dignified, restrained and
with clear stylistic elements. Pots and pans made of cast iron, cast iron fondue sets and
sterling silver or silver tea services are manufactured in the traditional style in Hoffmann’s
metal workshop, and always bear their unmistakable trademarks: simple shapes and solid,
robust structures. Berthold Hoffmann has been distinguished with awards several times,
for example with the Bavarian State Prize. His objects are represented in public collections,
such as the Museum of Applied Arts in Frankfurt am Main.

Lamy

Heidelberg

| founded in 1930 | 310 employees |

Lamy is an independent family company, founded in 1930 by C. Josef Lamy in
Heidelberg.
The now well-known LAMY brand came into being in 1952, and proved its innovative
character in the first year with the completely novel LAMY 27 fountain pen series. In 1966,
Lamy’s distinctive stylistic elements were initiated by Lamy Design, with the LAMY 2000.
The individual production processes are particularly complex and are wrought by hand.
Inspired by the Bauhaus principles, precision, function and practicality, Lamy designs
ground-breaking writing instruments in cooperation with renowned designers, and has
received many awards.
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Contact
C. Josef Lamy GmbH
Grenzhöfer Weg 32, D-69123 Heidelberg-Wieblingen
t. +49 (0)6221 843-0 e. info@lamy.de
— www.lamy.com
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3. DUW 1001: craftsmanship in its most perfect form.

1. Watchmaking from Glashütte, design
from Berlin: The model Metro is a watch
for the whole world.

4. Skill and tradition: Georg Jost and his colleagues
produce the very finest watches in the famous
watchmaking town of Glashütte.

2. NOMOS Glashütte can now do
something that almost no other
company can—produce its own
escapement.

5. A look into the complications department:
concentrated silence (and a faint ticking sound).
6. Picture perfect—and the quintessence of what
NOMOS Glashütte can do: the model Lambda in
white gold.

Watchmaker Georg Jost

3

1

4

Nomos Glashütte
Glashütte

| founded in 1990 | 200 employees |

Glashütte—a small town surrounded by forests and hills, halfway
between Berlin and Prague—is located in the eastern Ore Mountains.
This is where NOMOS Glashütte, one of the few owner-operated watch
brands around, produces fine mechanical timepieces.
The watchmakers who build them count among the best in their craft, since
watches have been made in Glashütte for many generations—since 1845 to be
precise. This long tradition of fine watchmaking has produced some very specific
characteristics; only in timepieces from Glashütte does one find the three-quarter
plate and fine decorations, such as sunbeam polishing.
Work at NOMOS Glashütte is carried out according to the principles of the
Deutscher Werkbund. NOMOS timepieces are individually crafted and of the
highest precision. Common features found in all NOMOS watches include
uncluttered dials, elegant and mostly slender hands, the narrow bezel, and the
clear form—many models are now considered classics and have been awarded
more than 120 times for design and quality.
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Contact
Nomos Glashütte/SA Roland Schwertner KG
Ferdinand-Adolph-Lange-Platz 2, D-01768 Glashütte
t. +49 (0)35053 404-0 e. pr@glashuette.com
— www.nomos-glashuette.com

5
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Gipsformerei Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin
Berlin

| founded in 1819 | 26 employees |

The Gipsformerei (Replica Workshop) of the State Museum in
Berlin is the largest institution of its kind in the world.
Since its founding in 1819, the Gipsformerei has collected over 7,000
different castings of original artwork from all eras and cultures of the
world. The oldest piece is the 25,000-year-old Venus of Willendorf, the
largest casting of the 42-meter-high Marcus Aurelius Column in Rome;
the smallest is an Egyptian scarab the size of a fingernail. Many of the
valuable castings come from originals that are now lost.
This collection makes the Gipsformerei a significant cultural and
historical archive and a unique art manufacturer among the world’s
museums.
The original museum replicas are taken largely from historical moulds
and directly from the original.

Contact
Gipsformerei Staatliche Museen zu Berlin
Sophie-Charlotten-Straße 17/18, D-14059 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 326769-11 e. gf@smb.spk-berlin.de
— www.smb.museum
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Schindelhauer
Berlin

Columbus
Krauchenwies

| founded in 2008 | 8 employees |

Quality, not quantity - that was and is the unqualified motto with
which Schindelhauer Bikes has made its name.

| founded in 1909 | 60 employees |

COLUMBUS Verlag Paul Oestergaard GmbH, with its headquarters
in Krauchenwies, Sigmaringen District, Baden-Württemberg, is the
oldest still-producing globe manufactory, and at the same time the
market leader in this field.

The Berlin bicycle manufacturer from Kreuzberg instantly catches your
eye with its timeless elegance, purist aesthetics and cycling-technological
expertise and has received numerous awards and recognitions. The bicycles,
with their characteristic Gates Carbon Drive belt drive, are available at select
retailers worldwide in cities such as London, Paris, Hong Kong, Milan and
Melbourne. Schindelhauer Bikes strictly adheres to its philosophy of not
producing for the mass market, but rather, to produce very high quality bikes of
the highest manufacturing quality. The ingenious interplay between belt drive,
cycling-technologically innovative features and exceptional design makes
Schindelhauer a pioneer in its field.

The family-owned company, founded in 1909 as a cartographic publisher, is
now in its fourth generation. The manufacture of the globes of hand-blown
crystal glass is characterised by innovative technology and handiwork. Highquality paper in finely harmonised colours, which are printed in fine printing
screen, are precisely mounted on the globes. Thus, cartographic masterpieces
of the highest quality are produced from a wealth of experience, skills and
passion. In 2009, COLUMBUS Verlag Paul Oestergaard GmbH celebrated its
100th anniversary, with German Chancellor Angela Merkel in attendance.

Contact
Schindelhauer Bikes c2g-engineering GmbH
Schlesische Str. 27, D-10997 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 69535190-0 e. info@c2g-engineering.de
— www.schindelhauerbikes.com

Contact
Columbus Verlag Paul Oestergaard GmbH
Am Bahnhof 2-6, D-72505 Krauchenwies
t. +49 (0)75 769603-0 e. info@columbus-verlag.de
— www.columbus-verlag.de

Decor Walther
Offenbach

Holy Trinity
Dresden

| founded in 1973 | 40 employees |

For more than four decades, the name Decor Walther from
Offenbach (Hesse) has stood for high-quality bathroom
accessories, lamps and mirrors.

| founded in 2011 | 10 employees |

It all began with a small speciality shop that opened in 1973 in Frankfurt
am Main. Today, Decor Walther is one of the leading suppliers in this
field; the stylistic elements of the products are neither jazzed-up
modishness nor the style of historical or ornate period pieces.
In the development and implementation of new product ideas, the
family-owned company chooses the best partner in the particular
field, depending on the material: metal, glass, porcelain or wood. The
metal products, for example, are mostly made of brass, hand-soldered,
-polished, -galvanized and -assembled. But the barely detectable fine
distinctions, characteristic of custom-made handiwork, make all the
difference. They are, so to speak, the discreet trademark.

The speciality of Holy Trinity from Dresden is innovations in the
field of human-object interaction.
The team has been developing light fixtures that lead people into a sensual, playful
interaction with light and space. Designer Matthias Pinkert, while searching for
a combination of aesthetics and function, was inspired to create a new lighting
concept: The innovative control principle of Holy Trinity lights makes it possible to
create individual light-spaces at the wave of a hand. Light-fields can be opened
and closed like a curtain. Such light regulation gives the user freedom to configure
rooms with exclusive, high-quality and individually designed light.

Contact
Holy Trinity GmbH
Königsbrücker Straße 96, Gebäude 32 D-01099 Dresden
t. +49 (0)351 404555-10 e. info@holytrinity.de
— www.holytrinity.de

Karsten Reichel
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Contact
Decor Walther Einrichtungs GmbH
Bettinastr. 72, D-63067 Offenbach/Main
t. +49 (0)69 272279-0 e. info@decor-walther.de
— www.decor-walther.de

Maiken & Henry Walther
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germanmade.
Düsseldorf

| founded in 2011 | 6 employees |

germanmade. manufactures protective covers for smartphones,
tablets and laptops, as well as wallets and purses made from handselected materials – wood, leather, wool felt, metal and rubber.
Founded in 2011 by designers Nina Plum and Heiko Nemitz - dreamers who
believe in the great. germanmade. was born in Germany with an ambitious
worldwide outlook. Clever, thoughtful and unexpected designs for smartphones,
tablets and laptops, as well as wallets and purses carefully developed and
mastered. Juxtaposing new ideas with good traditional skilled workmanship
using rich, premium and highly resourceful materials. In this way germanmade.
creates functional designs that are tailored to the needs of the particular
hardware. Constantly changing and evolving but always holding on to the good.

Contact
germanmade. GmbH
Ackerstr. 151, D-40233 Düsseldorf
t. +49 (0)211 93896420 e. info@germanmadepunkt.de
— www.germanmadepunkt.de

All products are handmade in Germany.

Goldschmiede Gote
Billerbeck

| founded in 1990 | 3 employees |

Goldsmith Gabriele Gote, resident in the small town of Billerbeck in
Westphalia, where she started her own gold smith workshop in 1990, has
already won a great number of national and international awards.
The goldsmith workshop Gote is known well beyond city and state borders – without a
doubt solely due to its master craftswoman. Numerous awards at home and abroad are
evidence enough of her skill.

Contact
Gabriele Gote Goldschmiedemeisterin
Münsterstr. 8, D-48727 Billerbeck
t. +49 (0)2543 8733 e. info@goldschmiede-gote.de
— goldschmiede-gote.de

Dornbracht

Gabriele Gote's decorative art works are exclusively crafted according to her own designs
and handmade in traditional fashion. The choice of material however is not necessarily
reduced to traditional materials. Gemstones or precious metals are combined with wood
or even completely unrelated materials like rubber or synthetic materials to be crafted into
single pieces or limited ranges. Even though these materials seem to be contradictory
in some objects, pieces from her workshop always present themselves in harmonious
unison.

Iserlohn

| founded in 1950 | 1021 employees |

Koch & Bergfeld

Combining traditional craftsmanship with high-tech
The Dornbracht brand has been synonymous with high-quality design fittings
that are ‘Made in Germany’ for decades. In much of its production facility in
Iserlohn, this traditional family-owned company still makes many items by
hand. Every single fitting that bear the Dornbracht name has all gone through
the same, rigourous quality control criteria that can be summed up by the
5 Ps: proportionality, precision, progression, personality and performance.
Dornbracht not only puts its faith in state-of-the-art machinery, but also in the
experience and trained eye of people who have been with the company for
decades. The fittings manufacturer was also one of the first in the industry
to significantly promote digital technology in the bathroom and kitchen. This
approach cleverly interplays traditional craftsmanship with state-of-the-art
technology.

Bremen

| founded in 1829 | 20 employees |

The art of silversmithing has a long tradition at Koch & Bergfeld.
Since 1829, the founding year of the manufactory, the Bremen
silversmiths have been continuously rolling out their masterpieces.
At that time, the silversmith Gottfried Koch wanted to produce silverware
under his own name. He founded a silverware manufactory in the Bremen
town centre, and a little later the cameo cutter Ludwig Bergfeld joined him. The
fulcrum and pivot of each individual part of the company is the hand-crafter’s
skill, care and patience, as well as the employees’ many years of experience.
In a total of 250 books, the so-called “folios”, almost all silverware designs and
products have been registered for more than 175 years. Drawings by such
famous designers as Wilhelm Wagenfeld, Gustav Elsass, Bernhard Hoetger,
Albin Müller and Henry van de Velde document the design and manufacture
of cutlery and silverware manufactured since about 1835 by Koch & Bergfeld,
some with names of customers, weight and workshop number.

Contact
Aloys F. Dornbracht GmbH & Co. KG
Köbbingser Mühle 6, D-58640 Iserlohn
t. +49 (0)2371 433-0 e. mail@dornbracht.de
— www.dornbracht.com
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Contact
Koch & Bergfeld Besteckmanufaktur GmbH
Kirchweg 200, D-28199 Bremen
t. +49 (0)421 55906-00 e. info@koch-bergfeld.de
— www.koch-bergfeld.de
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erase

write

sharpen

Graf von Faber-Castell
Stein

| founded in 1761 | 7500 employees |

Founded in 1761, Faber-Castell is still family-owned in the 8th
generation and is run by Anton Wolfgang Graf von Faber-Castell.
In the company’s 4th generation during the mid-19th century, Freiherr Lothar
von Faber was not only the most important manufacturer of wooden pencils,
but he was already developing a wide assortment of implements for writing,
drawing, painting, and creative design. When his granddaughter Freiin Ottilie
von Faber married Graf Alexander zu Castell-Rüdenhausen in 1898, the
name was changed, with the consent of the Bavarian King, to Faber-Castell.
With their almost 1,000-year history, the Grafen Castell are among Germany’s
oldest noble families.
The luxury brand Graf von Faber-Castell, introduced in 1993, is also based
on these claims and is especially well reputed in the world of hand-held
writing implements. It resulted in a complete portfolio of exclusive writing
instruments, desk and leather accessories. In addition to the natural
materials and timeless design, it is the combination of high-quality wood with
precious metals and the meticulous hand craftsmanship, that contribute to
the uniqueness of the collection. The distinctive core product is the Perfect
Pencil, an elegant pocket pencil with a protective cap and extender that also
holds the sharpener and eraser.

Contact
Graf von Faber-Castell
Nürnberger Strasse 2, D-90546 Stein
t. +49 (0)911 9965-0 e. info@faber-castell.de
— www.graf-von-faber-castell.com
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Linie 58

Thierhaupten

| founded in 2011 | 2 employees |

Linie58 was founded by Jakob Schenk in the Bavarian town of
Thierhaupten in September 2011.
Jakob Schenk currently distributes only one product, which is as simple as it is
ingenious: Tick. Tick is a universal table leg system, which can be attached to
various boards and other materials. A curved metal wire structure, similar to an
oversized paper clip, is clamped to any board and transforms it in the blink of an
eye, without screws or tools, into a unique table. The table with a social function:
Tick also wants to encourage people not to always think that they have to buy a
whole table, but rather to inspire them to look for their own table tops.

Marco Lang

Contact
Linie58
Herzog-Tassilo Str. 15, D-86672 Thierhaupten
t. +49 (0)179 4413387 e. info@linie58.de
— www.linie58.de

Lang & Heyne
Dresden

| founded in 2001 | 13 employees |

Where craftsmanship, tradition and precision meet, you find
mechanical masterpieces of time: The watchmaker Lang & Heyne
is such a special place.
Every year, the manufactory’s seemingly historic workshop spaces produce
a number of exclusive watches, all in the typical Lang & Heyne style, made of
the finest materials, with unusual mechanics and delicate engravings. From
the team of watchmakers, engravers, CNC technicians and finishers, ticking
treasures have emerged since 2001, in a relaxed atmosphere. The founder
of the company, Marco Lang, a fifth-generation watchmaker, is especially
proud of the great depth of in-house production by the noble manufactory.
The production of a Lang & Heyne watch requires the highest handicraft
skills and knowledge on the part of the experienced staff, from the design and
manufacture of the clockwork parts, the watch’s hands and the housing, up to
the finishing, the aesthetic and functional processing of the unfinished parts.

Contact
Uhrenmanufaktur Lang & Heyne GmbH
Weißenberger Straße 10, D-01324 Dresden
t. +49 (0)351 802344-0 e. info@lang-und-heyne.de
— www.lang-und-heyne.de

General manager Gunther Fink (middle) in a teammeeting

Flair
Oelde

Frank Leder
Berlin

| founded in 1946 | 120 employees |

In the middle of a nature reserve in the Westphalian
Oelde, Flair has been producing fashionable eye glasses
since 1946, with an unmistakable hand-crafted design.

| founded in 2002 | 2 employees |

Fashion designer Frank Leder has created his own line of cosmetics called
“Tradition”. It is being produced on a small scale in a traditional workshop
based on time-honoured formulas passed on from one generation to the next.

The collection covers a broad spectrum, in which the art couture
and Gold Decor series particularly stand out for their manual
finishings. As exceptional as the art itself, these models are
remarkable for their elegant shapes, precious materials and a
unique processing method by which they are hammered, cross
brushed, textured and coloured. For some models of the Gold
Decor variant, an ornament is produced in a micro-casting
process, which assures the most delicate filigree textures and
finest surfaces.

All the active ingredients and substances are plant-based, obtained by wild harvesting
in a sustainable way as well as from organic farming. Newly designed essences and
concentrates complement, extend and enhance the collection. In a way similar to
Frank Leder's fashion designs, the products are a reflection of German traditions.
They capture, interpret and continue the past in their own way – down-to-earth,
contemporary, with German awareness for quality and a passion for detail.

Contact
Frank Leder
Kantstraße 139, D-10623 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 6956 7548 e. mail@frank-leder.com
— www.frank-leder.com

Frank Leder
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Contact
Flair Modellbrillen
Dr. Eugen Beck GmbH & Co. KG
Flairpark, D-59302 Oelde
t. + 49 (0)25 218400-0 e. flair@flair.de
— www.flair.de
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Martin Haake
Berlin

| founded in 1995 | 1 employee |

Martin Haake has worked as a freelance illustrator for
over 15 years for international clients such as The New
York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Penguin Books,
Playboy and Volkswagen.
His illustrations have won many awards, such as the Yellow Pencil
of the British D&AD and several silver medals from the German
Art Directors Club.
2

Contact
Martin Haake
Schröderstraße 4, D-10115 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 28046437 e. mail@martinhaake.de
— www.martinhaake.de

Martin Haake

Maren Boensch
3

Frankenberg

mika amaro

Köln

| founded in 2012 | 1 employee |

Maren Bönsch is a designer, a trained carpenter and social
activist. Recently a project of hers came on the scene in the design
world that made her famous overnight: “Niem”

mike-amaro-bicycles from Cologne are exclusive design objects,
available only in rare limited editions.
Whether single speed or gear, each mika-amaro-bicyle is unique. These city
bikes stand out because of their clear-cut and reduced design, premium
workmanship and the use of innovative components. mike-amaro models
are limited to only 111 pieces. Each customer therefore receives a completely
inidvidual, numbered and unique item.
All bikes from mika amaro rely on a belt drive (Gates Carbon Drive). It is
maintenance-free, completely noiseless and allows powerful and immediate
acceleration. Simplicity and high tech don't have to exclude each other!

The carpet Niem is to be defined as a portrait of a person in the textile medium,
it is not a concrete image of a person, but visualizes their memories and
desires - the aim is always an individual carpet, made for a specific person. In
the manufacture of the Niem carpet, the central question was whether it was
possible to find a production facility that exclusively produced under “fair”
conditions in Germany. What may sound obvious for countries with traditional
carpet manufacturing becomes a challenge in Germany: here a wholly owned
manufacturing of all parts of a carpet is practically an historical anomaly today.
4

1. Stoneware tiles (Jewish Cemetery Berlin Weißensee)
2. Moldmaking - Polishing a stencil for polychrome
stoneware tiles
3. Wall tiles, borders, floor tiles
4. Fine modelling of a volute-ornament

| founded in 2009 | 3 employees |

Contact
Designed by mika amaro
Karolingerring 34 D-50678 Köln
t. +49 (0)221 20421723 e. info@mika-amaro.com
— www.mika-amaro.com

Contact
Maren Boensch
t. +49 (0)1577 3800540 e. mail@marenboensch.de
— www.marenboensch.de

1

Golem

Sieversdorf
| founded in 2002 | 60 employees |

Golem is a manufacturer of artistic and architectural ceramics, with its
headquarters in Berlin. The young company (founded in 2002) has developed
within just a few years as the leading German producer of historic tiles.
Inspired by the varied colour and shapes of the tiles around the turn of the century, Golem
has developed an entire palette of historic building tiles. Golem seeks to preserve and carry
forward this rich variety of forms: There are classical models of Germany’s Gründerzeit
(Founder Epoch) and Art Nouveau motifs, but also ornamental, floral and geometric
patterns, as well as tiles decorated with the clear, splendid forms of Art Déco.
Golem has thus revived the culture of wall- and floor-jewellery. Walls and floors, which
usually appear as plain, nondescript surfaces, are optically and functionally divided by the
glazed tiles, as if on a screen on which the decorations and ornaments unfold their full effect.
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Maren Boench

Contact
Golem Kunst- und Baukeramik GmbH
Alte Frankfurter Straße 2a, D-15236 Sieversdorf
t. +49 (0)336 088991-0 e. golem.gmbh@t-online.de
— www.golem-baukeramik.de
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Fleischhauer Timepieces
Hamburg

| founded in 2013 | 6 employees |

"Apocalyptica" - the world's first wristwatch made of steel
armor: For construction Fleischhauer turned to Kraus Maffay
Wegmann GmbH & Co. KG – the same people who produce the
Leopard, thought by many to be the best tank in the world.
Inspired by the tank of the same name, the Apocalyptica benefits from a
patented blend of steel taken from the canon, and the body of an actual
tank. These battle-proven materials are then blended with a few “classified”
additions, making it one of the strongest watches the world has ever seen.

Contact
Fleischhauer Timepieces Zeiteisenwerft GmbH
Shanghaiallee 8, D-20457 Hamburg
t. +49 (0)40 357 30 665 e. info@fleischhauer-watches.com
— www.fleischhauer-watches.com

Fischer & Cie.
Hamburg

| founded in 2009 | 6 employees |

Watches custom-made with passion: Axel Kmonitzek
manufactures them with the team of his Hamburg
watchmaking company, Fischer & Cie., fine timepieces
since 2011.
In the tradition of old craftsmanship, industrial factory finishing
is not used. The essential element of their concept is the design
process, which draws upon the creative input of the future owner.
In close cooperation with the in-house design team, the future
watch-wearer also becomes an artist, given the ability to create a
wristwatch to suit his or her personal taste.

Contact
Fischer & Cie. Uhrenmanufaktur GmbH
Shanghaiallee 8, D-20457 Hamburg
t. +49 (0)40 35730666 e. info@fischerundcie.com
— www.fischerundcie.com
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Herrnhuter Sterne
Herrnhut

| founded in 1897 | 90 employees |

Herrnhuter Sterne GmbH, located in the East Saxon town
of Herrnhut, has manufactured the famous Herrnhuter
Sterne (Herrnhut Stars) for over 160 years.
They are still made in the traditional hand-crafted way, using paper in
the three colours of red, yellow and white, and each consisting of 17
square and 8 triangular cone-shaped points.
At the same time, the star continually developed over the years, for
example, making it easier to ship and using modernised production
processes. With its origins at the end of the 19th century in a joint
manufactory of the Herrnhuter Brüder-Unität (Renewed Moravian
Church) and the businessman Hendrik Verbeek, the company since
1991 trades under the name "Herrnhuter Sterne GmbH".

Contact
Herrnhuter Sterne GmbH
Oderwitzer Straße 8, D-02747 Herrnhut
t. +49 (0)35873-3640 e. info@herrnhuter-sterne.de
— www.herrnhuter-sterne.de

Harmona "Weltmeister"
Akkordeon
Klingenthal/Markneukirchen
| founded in 1852 | 85 employees |

Harmona Akkordeon GmbH, in the Musicon Valley in the Saxon
Vogtland, is the oldest accordion manufactory in the world.
Accordions of high quality have been produced since 1852. What were initially
family businesses eventually merged to become Klingenthaler Harmonikawerke
(KHW), forming what is today Harmona Akkordeon GmbH.
An accordion consists of approximately 2500 individual parts, of which most
are masterfully hand-crafted, in a series or for individual accordions. Today’s
producers can draw upon a wealth of valuable expertise. Well-grounded
experience is constantly extended with new technologies and modern
materials − this is the brand "Weltmeister".

Contact
Harmona "Weltmeister" Akkordeon GmbH
Markneukirchner Strasse 44/46, D-08248 Klingenthal Vogtland
t. +49 (0)37467 50285 e. info@akkordeon-klingenthal.de
— www.akkordeon-klingenthal.de
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Hasenkopf
Mehring

| founded in 1964 | 200 employees |

The Hasenkopf industrial manufactory, located in rural Upper Bavaria,
is Europe's leading specialist in the processing of new, future-oriented
materials, like mineral composite materials.
Started in 1964 as a handicraft business with two staff members, Hasenkopf now has
about 200 employees. The company’s success is based on a simple formula: Hasenkopf
does not stick to wood, but always uses new materials and processing techniques,
developing them further; over the years, this has increasingly given the company a certain
uniqueness in the market. Today, in addition to wood, they use especially acrylic bonded
mineral materials (CORIAN), dyed acrylic (Parapan) and premium materials such as noncombustible gypsum fibre-reinforced concrete (GIFATEC).
The result is highly individual solutions for bathrooms, kitchens and the entire interior
construction of the building. But Hasenkopf also offers versatile solutions for hotels, health,
store fixtures, public buildings and outdoor furniture, where smooth, durable surfaces are
called for and conventional materials do not suffice. Roland Hasenkopf himself refers to his
company as an “industrial manufactory”, because for any given project, handiwork and the
latest computerized CAD-CAM and CNC techniques go hand in hand.

Contact
Hasenkopf Holz + Kunststoff GmbH & Co. KG
Stöcklstraße 1–2, D-84561 Mehring
t. +49 (0)8677 98470 e. public@hasenkopf.de
— www.hasenkopf.de
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Hering Berlin
Berlin

| founded in 1992 | 16 employees |

Designer ceramic master craftswoman Stefanie Hering founded her
porcelain manufactory in 1992 in Berlin.
With her speciality, “Bisque porcelain”, and a clear, contemporary design,
the company quickly established itself at the top of German porcelain
manufacturers. In Berlin-Wannsee, the green suburb of the German capital, the
result is individual series: dishes, drinking glasses, tablecloths and glass lamps.
Stefanie Hering built her designs upon an old porcelain tradition which had
been forgotten for decades: the so-called Bisque porcelain, which has special
features and is similar to Parian marble.
It is almost as hard as diamonds and thus very durable, dishwasher-proof and
also simply beautiful. No one previously had produced Bisque porcelain in series.

Contact
Hering Berlin
Königsweg 303, D-14109 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 810541-10 e. info@heringberlin.com
— www.heringberlin.com
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Holon ID
Hamburg

| founded in 2009 | 2 employees |

Aaron Rauh and David Saupe from Hamburg are the design
team Holon ID. They founded their office for industrial design
in September 2009.
“We develop high-end, holistic design solutions with great passion and the
aim to capture, seize, define the basic requirements of each product in an
technical and creative innovation. Unconventional material science and an
open approach to technological advancements shape our understanding
of design as well as the respectful treatment of humans and resources.”
The MK is an innovative expandable cooking system, intended to
encompass the most varied needs of modern culinary culture. In addition
to traditional stationary indoor use, the free-standing cooking system can
be used everywhere: It is specifically designed for spontaneous cooking
experiences outside the usual kitchen environment, such as on the terrace,
in the garden, on the boat deck and in every conceivable space.
Triangel is a visually distinctive desk lamp. Its movements are strictly based
on geometrical laws. The basic requirements of a desk lamp – stability,
flexibility, long arms and a fatigue-proof, pleasant light – were the imperative
in designing this seemingly graphical lamp.

Contact
Holon Industrial Design UG
Westerweg 2–4, D-20457 Hamburg
t. +49 (0)40 2518036 e. info@holon-id.com
— www.holon-id.com
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Kaldewei
Ahlen

| founded in 1918 | 700 employees |

The company Kaldewei, now in its fourth generation, has been passionately
devoted since 1918 to the combination of steel and enamel. It creates
perfectly shaped bathtub and shower trays, as well as enamelled shower
surfaces.
Every bathtub, shower and whirlpool bath from Kaldewei is made of a unique material:
Kaldewei 3.5 mm steel-enamel. Its material strength ensures stability, solidity and
durability. For 30 years, guaranteed. Combining innovation and timeless aesthetics,
the family business keeps on setting new standards in the industry. Kaldewei is the only
bathroom supplies manufacturer in the world to produce its own enamel for its products,
according to a special formula. The quality of this material is the basis for unique
products of pioneering design – over 100 design awards are impressive testimony to
that. What began with industrial products made of enamel evolved into a unique quality
standard for bathtubs and shower trays.

Contact
Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG
Beckumer Straße 33–35, D-59229 Ahlen
t. +49 (0)2382 785-0 e. info@kaldewei.de
— www.kaldewei.com
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Kettnaker Manufaktur für Möbel
Dürmentingen

| founded in 1870 | 90 employees |

Since 1870, Kettnaker has been producing high-quality furniture in
Dürmentingen in Upper Swabia, a region with a long tradition of quality
hand-craftsmanship and a passion for precision.
Here the family-owned company designs and manufactures modular furniture systems
for every room in the home. This results in truly unique pieces, made with all the
dedication, knowledge and time than an extraordinary one-of-a-kind item requires.
Kettnaker’s furniture programmes are based on a design schematic. Its materials,
colours and functions can be combined as appropriate and according to their aesthetic
sensibilities. This makes it possible to create truly unique pieces of furniture.
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Contact
Kettnaker GmbH & Co. KG Manufaktur für Möbel
Beckumer Straße 33–35, D-59229 Ahlen
t. +49 (0)7371 9593-0 e. info@kettnaker.com
— www.kettnaker.com
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Klink & Krüger Motorboote
Berlin

| founded in 2009 | 9 employees |

Klink & Krüger is a company that specialises in the restoration of
rare German vintage motorboats.
These so-called “auto-boats” are powered by automotive engines, such as
Maybach or Mercedes, which were also used, for example, in the Mercedes
Nürburg 500. The elegantly proportioned motor boats are designed with
understatement – they were formerly excursion boats for wealthy families
and were used mainly for day trips. Today, the engine is designed with the
latest technical capacities.
The special Klink & Krüger shipyard restores the boats in the place where they
were originally built, 80 years ago, in a hall of the former Claus Engelbrecht
Shipyard in Berlin, preserved in its original condition. Engelbrecht had once
made the boats in Berlin and also made them socially acceptable.

Contact
Klink & Krüger Klassische Motorboote & Automobile
Wendenschloßstraße 366, D-12557 Berlin
t. +49 (0)173 2654953 e. info@klink-krueger.de
— www.klink-krueger.de
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HansKruchen
Münster

| founded in 1993 | 25 employees |

The Kruchen family has stood for premium bedding for over 114
years. In 1900, Josef Kruchen founded a feather & down factory in
Telgte, in the heart of the Münsterland. Where he produced feathers
and down for high-quality down comforters and pillows.
The ensuing generations continued the production of luxurious bedding. The
company pursues an environmentally friendly concept, which permits only
certified materials for the manufacture of its down products. The healthy and
mature down and feathers come exclusively from geese and ducks raised
with appropriate animal husbandry, from carefully selected suppliers. They are
processed in traditional washing processes according to the latest biotechnical
standards, in environmentally friendly ways.
The family’s 4th generation continues the tradition today. Comforters and
pillows by HANSKRUCHEN have a long service life. The quality of the stuffing
and fabric, as well as the traditional processing at the well-known Münsterland
manufactory, guarantee deep and healthy sleep.

Contact
HansKruchen Down Design e.K.
Avendruper Straße 37, D-48157 Münster
t. +49 (0)251 14120-0 e. info@naturdaunen.de
— www.naturdaunen.de

KPM Berlin
Berlin

1

Designer Thomas Wenzel

| founded in 1763 | 150 employees |

KPM Berlin is one of the oldest manufactories in Europe.
Exclusive porcelain has been made by meticulous
handcraft at the Berlin manufactory for over 250 years.
Represented in international design collections, the item inspire
viewers with their timeless aesthetics and superb quality. Since the
founding of the manufactory by Frederick the Great, the cobalt blue
sceptre has been a trademark for hand-crafted luxury, stylish design
and consistent values. Important artists have created collections for
KPM Berlin, with ground-breaking aesthetics and sensual elegance.
Among them are Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Trude Petri and Enzo Mari.
For all their diversity, the designs all follow three principles: perfect
proportions, which remain absolutely modern, even after decades;
refined textures, whose look and feel are fascinating; and artful
designs that inspire the viewer with their intensity of colour and
masterful execution. At the production site in Berlin, all models are
made by hand to the highest quality standard.

Contact
KPM Königliche Porzellan-Manufaktur Berlin GmbH
Wegelystraße 1, D-10623 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 39009-0 e. info@kpm-berlin.com
— www.kpm-berlin.com
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Leuchtturm1917
Geesthacht

| founded in 1917 | ≈ 500 employees |

Leuchtturm19 17 is a trademark of the Leuchtturm Albenverlag
publishing house. Founded in 1917, it now looks back on over 90 years of
experience in the production of high-quality paper and stationery.
The focus of the Leuchtturm1917 brand are high-quality notebooks in many
different colours and designs. All products are manufactured in bookbinder’s
quality and with many well-thought-out details. Among these are numbered pages,
a table of contents, ink-proof, high-quality paper and stickers, which are used for
archiving and labelling. To produce notebooks of indisputable quality and that one
is happy to use oneself: That is the philosophy that the company and its employees
have internalised.

Contact
Leuchtturm1917
Am Spakenberg 45, D-21502 Geesthacht
t. +49 (0)4152 801-0 e. info@leuchtturm.com
— www.leuchtturm1917.com
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Leuchtturm1917 customises notebooks in an individual way. Various cover colors and materials (e.g. genuine leather) are available to choose from.
The covers can also be printed (using the offset printing process) and laminated afterwards.
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Lutz Könecke
Großenrode

| founded in 2007 | 1 employee |

Following a long tradition, Lutz Könecke in Lower Saxony’s
Großenrode manufactures ceramic vessels.
Lutz Könecke’s great-grandfather was Otto Lindig, who studied at the
Bauhaus from 1919 to 1922 and later took over as head of the ceramics
department at Dornburg. The great-grandson actually never got to
know him, but Otto was always present in the family. Otto Lindig - one of
the great personalities in the history of 20th century German ceramics.
Lutz Könecke’s ceramic work is defined by the theme of the potter’s
wheel-rotated vess el, which he does not simply reiterate as a
commodity, but also in the manner of its presentation, historically
reflects and at the same time conceptually aestheticizes as an object.
The engagement with the work of the great Kassel teacher Walter
Popp, who revolutionized the face of post-1945 ceramics with his vessel
assembly, led Könecke to also draw upon the means of assembly.

Lutz Könecke

Mikili − Bicycle Furniture
Berlin

| founded in 2012 | 2 employees |

There are many reasons why people share their living space with
their bicycles. Weather, lack of space, crime, but above all their
love for their own bikes.
But the parking space on the wall was not the right solution and there weren’t
any satisfactory alternatives. Therefore, in 2012, Sebastian Backhaus and
Leopold Brötzmann designed their own bicycle furniture.
From that idea was born the Berlin-based design studio Mikili − Bicycle
Furniture: the first furniture label with a varied range of bike racks for living and
workspaces. Mikili − Bicycle Furniture combines a passion for urban bicycle
culture with contemporary interior design. In all its workspaces, Mikili − Bicycle
Furniture pursues the standards of design, quality and sustainability, and local
production in Berlin workshops.

Contact
Mikili UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Kottbusser Damm 79, D-10967 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 54843002 e. mail@mikili.de
— www.mikili.de

Contact
Lutz Könecke
Mörliehäuserstr. 6, D-37186 Großenrode
t. +49 (0)5503 999068 e. mail@lutzkoenecke.de
— www.lutzkoenecke.de

Nymphenburg
München

| founded in 1747 | 80 employees |

Nymphenburg is the porcelain manufactory of the Bavarian royal family.

Contact
Porzellan Manufaktur Nymphenburg
Nördliches Schlossrondell 8, D-80638 München
t. +49 (0)89 179197-0 e. info@nymphenburg.com
— www.nymphenburg.com

Since its founding in 1747, the fine art of porcelain production has been maintained in
Nymphenburg. This long history guarantees the unmatched subtlety, sophistication
and brilliance of the porcelain on which the world-renown of Nymphenburg rests.
The master workshops of the manufactory have had innovative stylistic influences
and produced custom-made designs for four centuries - designed by the most
highly renowned artists, architects and designers. The reputation of Nymphenburg
service sets is a result of unique, precisely balanced shapes and patterns. And only
in Nymphenburg is every dish still turned by hand. Thus each service set is unique,
piece-by-piece. The extensive repertoire of service sets also reflects the history of
the Porzellan Manufaktur Nymphenburg: From ground-breaking Rococo designs
from the 18th century to contemporary designs exclusively developed for the
manufactory, the repertoire of forms represents all major periods and styles from
Nymphenburg.

Manufaktur Erna Meyer

Sulzemoos

| founded in 1945 | 2 employees |

In October 1945, the trained kindergarten teacher Erna Meyer (1924 1996) registered an industry for the “arts and crafts of dolls made of
cloth” in Munich. The first employees were friends, who - like Erna Meyer
herself - after the war, could not find work in the traditional profession.
From rags, flax and florist‘s wire, bendable dolls were created that were
outstandingly suited for dollhouses. Right from the beginning, the unique dolls
were produced by hand with a great passion for detail. Recommended by
the legendary doll designer Kathe Kruse, the small company started growing
after the attendance at the first Nuremberg Toy Fair in 1950.
As early as 1955, Erna Meyer‘s bending dolls became one of the first toys
awarded, a german seal („play well“) for their high educational play value and
excellent quality. To this day, Erna Meyer dolls are popular and admired by
children, adults and collectors, especially for their gracile flexibility and natural
radiance. Each doll is a unique piece, one of a kind worldwide.
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Erna Meyer

Contact
Puppenmanufaktur Erna Meyer Gabriele John von Freyend im
Gut Schloß Sulzemoos, Hirschbergstrasse 10, D-85254 Sulzemoos
t. +49 (0)8135 994757-5 e. info@erna-meyer.com
— www.erna-meyer.com
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Nesmuk
Solingen

| founded in 2008 | 21 employees |

The Nesmuk cutler forge in Solingen in North Rhine-Westphalia is
one of the best chef ’s knife manufacturers in the world.
The manufactory develops and manufactures knives of the highest
possible quality and sharpness and employs steels, precious materials
and technologies that have never before been used in the cutlery industry.
Nesmuk knives are made by skilled gold and bladesmiths using traditional
craftsmanship. In addition to kitchen knives and gourmet folding knives,
the collection includes accessories, such as for the care and storage of the
exclusive artisan products.
Starred chefs all over the world, who highly value these knives, sometimes
wait several months for their individual luxury knife or even come to Solingen
themselves.
In addition to the combination of traditional craftsmanship and high
technology, the knives are distinguished first and foremost by their
aesthetics and have won numerous awards for their beauty, including: The
International Knife Award, the GOOD DESIGN AWARD of the Chicago
Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design, and recently with the
nomination for the official Design Award of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Contact
Nesmuk GmbH & Co. KG
Burgstraße 101, D-42655 Solingen
t. +49 (0)212  235732-0 e. office@nesmuk.de
— www.nesmuk.de

Mayer'sche Hofkunstanstalt −
Mayer of Munich
München

| founded in 1847 | 40 employees |

Mayer of Munich is a unique art workshop. Since 1847, the most unusual
and innovative techniques from glass and stone work have been developed
here to give form to artistic ideas and to realise works of world-renown.
Mayer of Munich was founded in 1847 by Joseph Gabriel Mayer as an “art institute for
church works” and initially consisted of a sculptor’s workshop. Later, a stained glass
and a mosaic department were added. Today, the company, which is run by the fifth
generation of the Mayer family, works with renowned artists the world over.
On the workshop grounds of Mayer of Munich, artists from all over the world learn
the knowledge and technical possibilities for giving perfect form to their ideas and
designs and how implement these to ideally suit the material. Initially conceived as an
institution where architecture, sculpture and painting were meant to be conceived and
realised holistically, since 1860, the work with glass became a determining factor.
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Contact
Mayer’sche Hofkunstanstalt GmbH − Mayer of Munich
Seidlstrasse 25, D-80335 München
t. +49 (0)89 545962-0 e. info@mayersche-hofkunst.de
— www.mayersche-hofkunst.de
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Meißner Dielenmanufaktur
Dresden

| founded in 1999 | 13 employees |

The Meißner parquetry and flooring manufacture in Dresden is
deeply steeped in the tradition of German craftsmanship.
The manufactory around Carsten Meißner guarantees long-lasting, high-quality
floors, which can only be achieved with selected woods whose properties must
be thoroughly understood. Meißner mainly uses domestic woods such as oak,
beech, ash or larch. It first and foremost through this fusion of the living material
of wood into a harmony of form that the handicraft of the Meißner parquetry and
flooring manufactory is transformed into artistic craftsmanship, and which makes
the manufactory one of the finest producers of parquetry and flooring in Germany.
Since wood is alive, this vitality of the wood is captured in the work. If three different
types of wood are used in interconnected, superimposed layers, underfloor
heating can quickly create warping during the thermal processes. As a result, this
can lead to cracks and bulges. The Meißner parquetry and flooring manufactory
therefore does not use any mixed wood combinations in the layer arrangement.
This prevents structural warping and guarantees optimal load values.

Contact
Meißner Dielenmanufaktur GmbH
Luboldtstraße 28, D-01324 Dresden
Bärnsdorfer Hauptstraße 29, 01471 Radeburg/Bärnsdorf
t. +49 (0)351 804907-0 e. info@parkettstudio-dresden.de
— www.parkettstudio-dresden.de

Object Carpet
Denkendorf

| founded in 1972 | 85 employees |

Object Carpet, a quality manufacturer of carpets, has been
based in the region of Stuttgart since 1972.
The artisanal manufactory principle is deeply rooted in the
manufacturing process of the South German carpet manufacturer.
Experienced textile mechanics, textile machine operators and
interior decorators perform the various processing steps with
a sure hand. With over 1,200 individual qualities and colours, as
well as custom-made pieces, the company offers a wide variety.
High quality fabrics and branded fibres are particularly important
to Object Carpet: the company is a member of the Gemeinschaft
umweltfreundlicher Teppichböden e.V. (GuT) (Society of Ecofriendly Carpeting) and the bearer of the DGNB (German Sustainable
Building) seal of approval.

Contact
Object Carpet GmbH
Rechbergstrasse 19, D-73770 Denkendorf
t. +49 (0)711 3402-0 e. info@object-carpet.com
— www.object-carpet.com
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Pelikan
Hannover

| founded in 1838 | 380 employees |

The roots of the Pelikan company date back to
the year 1838, when the chemist Carl Hornemann
founded a small production for inks and
watercolours near Hanover.
In 1871, Carl Hornemann sold the company to his production
manager Günther Wagner, who not only gave the company
its name, but also took the pelican from his family’s coat of
arms as a company logo, to make his inks recognisable. He
trademarked this pelican as a logo in 1879, creating one of
the oldest brands in Germany.
In the following years, the company grew and expanded
in the field of ink, glue and watercolours. In 1929 the
piston fountain pen was added, which increasingly played
an important role in the company. Today, nearly 200
employees work in the manufactory near Hanover. Through
a combination of in-depth expertise and the use of modern
technology, they manufacture one of the finest quality
fountain pens available on the market today.

Contact
Pelikan Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG
Werftstraße 9, D-30163 Hannover
t. +49 (0)511 6969-0 e. info@pelikan.com
— www.pelikan.com/exclusive

Marlene Gmelin and Detlef Schmelz

Pendelmarionetten
Hermuthausen

| founded in 1990 | 2 employees |

Pendel - that’s what the artist couple Marlene Gmelin and Detlef Schmelz
from Hermuthausen in Baden-Württemberg call themselves. The name stands
for quality marionette construction and the development of complex theatre
puppets.
After earning degrees in pedagogy, they learned the complex, often secret knowledge
about the marionette construction, puppetry and the basics of theatre. Since then, Marlene
Gmelin and Detlef Schmelz have devoted themselves to the marionette as an art form. They
build very flexible and expressive marionettes for those who want to play with professional
puppets. An easy-to-use control bar and a sophisticated joint technology help the figures
achieve amazingly natural movements. Even for the layman, they are “child’s play” to move.
Pendel marionettes are creatures from fairy tales, myths and fantasy worlds and have won
internationally renowned awards.
The two live and work in an old farmhouse, where their Pendel Puppet Theatre is also
housed, east of the sun and west of the moon . They perform with their touring theatre both
in Germany and internationally.
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Contact
Pendel-Marionetten
Ratsgasse 15, D-74653 Hermuthausen
t. +49 (0)7940 3694 e. info@pendelmarionetten.de
— www.pendelmarionetten.de
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Magnus Mewes
Neustadt-Duttweiler

| founded in 2011 | 1 employee |

The designer Magnus Mewes creates furniture from barrique barrels.
The shapely stools, chairs and tables have a history: for the famous
barrique barrels, which are intended for the maturation of great
wines, the oldest oaks, often 200 years old, are felled.
On his wife Carolin Bergdolt's vineyard, Mewes helped to store disused barrique
barrels. There came the idea for the first barrique chair: the barrel staves had
the ideal ergonomic form for seating surfaces and chair arms. Meanwhile, there
are over 20 sorts of furniture, from children's chairs and tables to chopping
blocks. The classic barrique chair is the “Barrique Limited”, 100% made from
used barriques. The coincidentally ergonomic form is an optimal seating and
back surface, giving the comfort of a molded wooden shell. A natural red wine
colouring can be seen here, from shades of brown to deep red. Mewes works
with sustainable materials, manufactured with the highest craftsman's skills.

Contact
Magnus Mewes
Dudostrasse 17, D-67435 Neustadt-Duttweiler
t. +49 (0)6327 919 090 6 e. info@magnusmewes.de
— www.magnusmewes.de

Thomas Schmitter
München

| founded in 1979 | 1 employee |

Since 1979, the workshop of Thomas Schmitter has been designing
furniture and rooms in the spirit of the cabinetmakers of the 18th
century.
From selected woods are created custom-made furniture, modern in their
formal language or made to suit the historical model of the space. They meet
the highest expectations of their clients, from design to execution. These
expectations usually extend far beyond the creation of individual pieces of
furniture. The bishop’s residence in Passau, the Baroque castle in Bavaria, the
neoclassical country estate in Hamburg or the art nouveau Villa in Nymphenburg
- all created in the style of their respective period. Their present inhabitants seek
to transform these according to their individual conceptions of space.

Fürstenberg

Contact
Thomas Schmitter
Theresienstraße 112, D-80333 München
t. +49 (0)89 5238888-5 e. kontakt@der-ebenist.de
— www.thomasschmitter.de

Magnus Mewes

Fürstenberg/Weser

| founded in 1747 | 100 employees |

Founded in 1747, FÜRSTENBERG, the second-oldest porcelain
manufacturer in Germany, combines modern, exclusive
porcelain manufacture with traditional craftsmanship.

Norbert Verneuer
Billerbeck

The headquarters and production facility is the FÜRSTENBERG Castle
in Lower Saxony, with about 100 employees. The manufactory’s standard
of manufacturing precious porcelain with precision, creativity, passion
and empathy, manifests itself in each individual part, with its fine materials,
perfect craftsmanship and exceptional aesthetics.

| founded in 1988 | 4 employees |

A toy that is designed for durability is made of natural materials and lets a
child’s imagination run free - this is the goal that Norbert Verneuer successfully
pursues in his toy production at his Münster area handicraft establishment.

Thus the crowned blue “F,” trademark of Porzellanmanufaktur
FÜRSTENBERG, is an international symbol of discriminating porcelain art
“Made in Germany”. The manufactory’s products have been honoured by
international design awards such as the “red dot”, “iF product design award”
and “German design award”.

Since 1988, he has been manufacturing walkers, doll houses, accessories for dollhouses,
children’s play kitchens, playhouses and children’s furniture made of local wood and
bearing the FSC label (Forest Stewardship Council) for sustainable forest management.
For the surface treatment, Verneuer uses only natural oils, waxes and paint stains, in order
to preserve their structure and to enable a haptic experience of the wood.

Contact
Porzellanmanufaktur Fürstenberg GmbH
Meinbrexener Straße 2, D-37699 Fürstenberg/Weser
t. +49 (0)5271 401-0 e. info@fuerstenberg-porzellan.com
— www.fuerstenberg-porzellan.com

Contact
Norbert Verneuer
Dörholt 18, D-48727 Billerbeck
t. +49 (0)2543 8127 e. kontakt@verneuer.com
— www.verneuer.com
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Carsten Schroeter

Reposo Humidore
Lenggries

| founded in 1993 | 8 employees |

Carsten Schroeter, the brains behind Reposo, is not only a designer
but also passionate cigar collector. Since he was unable to find the
perfect humidor for his collection, in 1993, without further ado, he
began to develop a new humidor technology himself that would
meet the highest standards of environmental stability and hygiene.
Thus Reposo was born. In the small manufactory in the Bavarian Alps near
Munich, the humidors are produced by hand as unique pieces, according
to customer requirements together with long-established craftsmanship
practices.
It takes 35 individual parts from a carefully pre-aged block of Cedrela to make
every humidor a one of a kind piece. In addition, the electronic components
that are responsible for a precise atmosphere are individually assembled and
pre-programmed for their later use in the humidor. The program for a humidor
that will be used in dry, air-conditioned Abu Dhabi, for instance, therefore looks
different to the programming for a Reposo Nautic on an ocean-going yacht.
While the design of the first generation of humidors was an homage to
ancient Egyptian high art in the form of an obelisk, the successor model is
minimalistically made of stainless steel, float glass and Cedrela woods, chosen
to harmoniously complement each other. Hence, the designer created a
timeless design that is entirely humidor-specific. A minimalist and at the same
time sustainable art object.

Contact
Reposo Manufactur Schroeter Concept & Design
Geiersteinstraße 18, D-83661 Lenggries
t. +49 (0)8042 50319-68 e. manufactur@reposo.de
— www.reposo.de
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Sinn Uhren

Frankfurt am Main

| founded in 1961 | 100 employees |

Sinn Spezialuhren GmbH is a manufacturer of mechanical watches with headquarters in
Frankfurt am Main.
The company was founded in 1961 by the flight instructor and pilot Helmut Sinn under the name “Helmut
Sinn Spezialuhren.” Since 1994, the company has been led by Lothar Schmidt. The company initially
focused on producing cockpit navigation clocks and pilot chronographs. Our pilot watches, diving
watches, chronographs and Mission Timer (Einsatzzeitmesser / EZM) are designed to impress not
only pilots, divers, and the German federal police special force GSG 9 (Grenzschutzgruppe 9) or the
fire-fighters. SINN watches continuously prove their toughness, durability, high quality and precision in
both everyday and extreme situations. Thus, the German physicist and astronaut Reinhard Furrer wore
a Sinn watch on his wrist during the D1 Spacelab mission - in zero gravity. Sinn Spezialuhren is regarded
as a technological and engineering brand. This means that the company develops new technological
solutions for special areas of applications and application-related challenges for mechanical watches.
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Contact
Sinn Spezialuhren GmbH
Im Füldchen 5–7, D-60489 Frankfurt am Main
t. +49 (0)69 978414-0 e. info@sinn.de
— www.sinn.de
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Schramm Werkstätten
Winnweiler

| founded in 1923 | 180 employees |

“Carpe noctem” (Seize the night): The long-established Schramm
company makes customized, superior quality beds in Winnweiler in
Rhineland-Palatinate.
Founded in 1923 as an upholstery and saddlery workshop, in the mid-1960s
the company developed into a specialist in the production of high-quality
mattresses. Since then, the family company has become one of Europe’s leading
bed manufacturers. All beds are hand-crafted in Germany. In addition to the highquality materials and perfect tailoring to the user, it takes nearly one hundred
working hours to make the top-line “Grand Cru” bed. With extensive knowledge
from traditional craftsmanship to modern manufacturing organisation, 180
employees create beds in carpentry, upholstery and tailoring with high precision
craftsmanship. The consistent choice favouring real quality craftsmanship is a
rejection of efficient mass production and makes a marked difference.

Contact
Schramm Werkstätten GmbH
Am Stundenstein 1, D-67722 Winnweiler
t. +49 (0)6302 9236-0 e. info@schramm-werkstaetten.de
— www.schrammwerkstaetten.de
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Brunner
Eggenfelden

| founded in 1946 | 150 employees |

Ulrich Brunner GmbH of Lower Bavaria is one
of the leading furnace and heating technology
manufacturers in Germany.
Heating with wood is the most pleasant, age-old method to
bring warmth and light into the home. For more than 30 years,
this family business has developed heating solutions which
not only use the most up-to-date technology, but also look
great. A wood stove is also always the centre of a house.
Some 200,000 households in Europe now have one of Brunner’s
wood stoves. The products are 100% made in Germany. This is
part of the Bavarian company’s philosophy, because that is the
only way to make valuable, long-lasting structures. And the staff
of Brunner are proud of that.

Vickermann & Stoya
Baden-Baden

| founded in 2005 | 6 employees |

For the past 10 years, the name Vickermann and Stoya from
Baden-Baden has stood for the measure of all things in the world
of custom-made shoes.
The two founders took over the premises, workshop and customer base of
two long-established Baden-Baden shoemakers and developed it into a small
manufactory that today is famous for classic women’s and men’s shoes and
for special models in different kinds of leathers well beyond the borders of
Germany. A custom-made, Goodyear-welted shoe from Vickermann & Stoya
is the result of meticulous craftsmanship. In the shoe manufactory, around
25 pairs are created per month, with each taking up to 30 hours of pure
handiwork. Apart from classic calfskin, the Vickermann & Stoya range also
includes exclusive leathers such as Cordovan, rays or ostrich.

Matthias Vickermann & Martin Stoya

Contact
Vickermann und Stoya Maßschuhe und feine Reparaturen
Merkurstr. 5, D-76530 Baden-Baden
t. +49 (0)72 21392401 e. info@vickermannundstoya.de
— www.vickermannundstoya.de

Contact
Ulrich Brunner GmbH Ofen- und Heiztechnik
Zellhuber Ring 17-18, D-84307 Eggenfelden
t. +49 (0)8721 771-0 e. info@brunner.de
— www.brunner.de

Wendt & Kühn
Grünhainichen

| founded in 1915 | 180 employees |

Wendt & Kühn - fine German craftsmanship since 1915
Wendt & Kühn has been producing figures and musical boxes with fine German
craftsmanship for 100 years. The Blossom Kinder and the angels with the legendary
eleven white dots on their green wings in particular have conquered the hearts of
people all over the world.

Contact
Wendt & Kühn KG
Chemnitzer Straße 40, D-09579 Grünhainichen
t. +49 (0)37294 860 e. info@wendt-kuehn.de
— www.wendt-kuehn.de

Ever since 1915, the year the company was founded, Wendt & Kühn has been based
in Grünhainichen - a community on the edge of the Ore Mountains in Saxony. The
historic walls of the manufactory preserve the company’s treasure: Approximately
2,500 traditional character designs and drawings by the company’s founder, Grete
Wendt and her life companion Olly Wendt, née Sommer. Pattern-true production
that perfectly matches the original drafts is paramount, but by the same token, so is
creating a unique feature. Constantly interpreted for the times, it forms the basis for
the current range.

Werkstatt München
München

| founded in 1996 | 10 employees |

Klaus Lohmeyer is founder of the jewellery label Werkstatt:München.
The collections are focused on the essentials design and handcraft.
As a Gold and Silversmith he opened his first studio in 1996 and since then has
been working on the development of a masculine jewellery collection, which
can be found at some of the most acclaimed avantgarde fashion boutiques
worldwide. In 1998 the first Werkstatt:München Collection was presented during
the Prêt-à-porter shows in Paris.
His jewellery is based on a mixture of refined roughness and high level handtooling. All is hand made and designed in house, an atelier in the heart of Munich.
The materials are pure: Gold, Silver and Leather, especially vegetal tanned for
Werkstatt:München.
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Contact
Werkstatt:München
Fraunhoferstrasse 31, D-80469 München
t. +49 (0) 89 20208450 e. info@werkstatt-muenchen.com
— www.werkstatt-muenchen.com
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Ulrich Welter

Welter Wandunikate
Berlin

| founded in 1985 | 18 employees |

Spurred by his enthusiasm for wall design, in 1985 Ulrich Welter founded
the eponymous Welter Manufaktur für Wandunikate (custom wallpaper
manufactory). Staging spaces using special surface structures and
colours is his passion.
Legendary are his handmade wallpapers, which are refined with genuine glass beads,
silver crystals, gold leaf or hand screen-printing. In addition to established collections,
Welter is happy to fulfil individual customer requirements.
Three-dimensional wall and furniture panels made of porcelain powder, chalk and glue
are created. These are used worldwide in luxury yachts. For baths, spas and wellness
areas, genuine, precious sparkling silver crystals are encapsulated in glass plates.
You can see his fine wall coverings in various Chanel flagship stores, hotels such as
the Dolder in Zurich, the Waldorf Astoria, Concorde and the Adlon in Berlin, to name
but a few. Welter Wandunikate decorates The Grand Hotel Heiligendamm as well as
the Fairmont in China and the Galeries Lafayette in Jakarta.

Contact
Welter Manufaktur für Wandunikate
Bülowstraße 66, D-10783 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 2175064-7 e. info@welter-wandunikate.de
— www.welter-wandunikate.de
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Windfall
München

| founded in 2004 | 8 employees |

Windfall is the new interpretation of the crystal chandelier,
designed and manufactured in Munich.
Windfall means “an unexpected piece of great luck,” which exactly
describes the moment when Clarissa Dorn and Roel Haagmans met 10
years ago. Since then, they have been using their great energy and passion
to realise their vision of modern, light and magnificent haute couture lights.
In their Munich studio new installations and lighting are created every day for
customers around the world: for private homes and penthouses, for palaces
of the Orient and India, hotel lobbies, flagship stores and private yachts.

Contact
Windfall GmbH
Amalienstraße 81a, D-80799 München
t. +49 (0)89 2880792-0 e. mail@windfall-gmbh.com
— www.windfall-gmbh.com

Clarissa Dorn & Roel Haagmans
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Benzinger

Uhrenunikate | unique timepieces
Pforzheim

| founded in 1985 | 6 employees |

Jochen Benzinger is a contemporary craftsman of a very special kind,
if not to say a time traveler – due to his artisanry. His perfectly and
uniquely hand-finished watches and skeletonized timepieces tell
stories from another time.
Jochen Benzinger creates and builds his own strictly limited and exclusive
collection of unique timepieces for selected jewelers worldwide as well as for
private collectors and aficionados of mechanical watches. He sets himself apart
from the norms of modern production, allowing himself the freedom of utilizing
historically meaningful machines and tools more than a century old. Hours upon
hours pass by before his work has taken its characteristic form that can only be
achieved in a hand-created, one-of-a-kind piece.
In his workshop in Pforzheim in Southern Germany, Jochen Benzinger builds
around 100 timepieces per year. They not only stand out by the lightness and
elegance of his hand-engravings and guilloché work but also by technical
modifications such as regulators, subscription models or 24-hour-displays.

Contact
Benzinger Uhrenunikate | unique timepieces
Dietlinger Straße 17, D-75179 Pforzheim
t. +49 (0)7231 464233 e. info@jochenbenzinger.de
— www.jochenbenzinger.de
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Jochen Benziger
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Rosenthal
Selb

| founded in 1879 | 850 employees |

Rosenthal, founded in 1879 in the Upper Franconian
village of Erkersreuth near Selb by Privy Councillor
Philip Rosenthal, is synonymous with the finest in
tableware and award-winning porcelain design.
Today, as when it was first founded, Rosenthal develops products
that stand out by their form, function, quality and craftsmanship, and
are a piece of German cultural heritage.
Rosenthal is best known for early collaborations with renowned
designers and artists of the modern age: big names such as
Raymond Loewy, Walter Gropius, Tapio Wirkkala, Bjørn Wiinblad,
Mario Bellini, Jasper Morrison, Konstantin Grcic and Patricia
Urquiola all designed collections for Rosenthal at the company’s
headquarters in Selb.

Designer Vittorio Passaro

Contact
Rosenthal GmbH
Philip-Rosenthal-Platz 1, D-95100 Selb
t. +49 (0)9287 720 e. info@rosenthal.de
— www.rosenthal.de

Goldschmiede Stötzel
Kreuztal

| founded in 1974 | 2 employees |
Sabine Stötzel

The master goldsmith Dieter Stötzel creates, together with his daughter
Sabine, unique objects of jewellery. He has had an atelier and workshop
in the small town of Kreuztal in South Westphalia since 1974, in which he
produces exclusively his own designs..
From the first sketch, to the model and up to the finished object, every step of the work
is in Dieter Stötzel's hands. He works not only with the precious metals widely used by
goldsmiths: gold, silver, palladium and platinum, but also with mokume-gane. This is a
mixed precious metal laminate, whose working demands particular skills. In addition, he
often uses old techniques, for example the so-called chasing, a form of metal-working
in which the metal is not cut, but struck or pressed over a soft underlay with a hammer
and punch, so that lines and reliefs arise. Various goldsmith hammers are also used to
structure the surfaces differently. Some of the hand-crafted objects are complemented
with precious stones, for which Stötzel often uses his favourite mineral, opal.

Contact
Goldschmiede Stötzel
Bussardweg 7, D-57223 Kreuztal-Kredenbach
t. +49 (0)2732 21 869 e. goldschmiedestoetzel@web.de
— www.goldschmiede-stoetzel.de

Dieter Stötzel
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Karin Lucas

Karin Lucas
Berlin

| founded in 2009 | 5 employees |

Enfant gâté by Karin Lucas is a starter kit for newborns. The collection
includes 8 essential items all babies need for a perfect start into their lives
offering parents a complete collection of products fitted to the needs of
their newborn.
A newborn’s skin is really much thinner than that of an adult and therefore
especially sensitive. Developed in cooperation with a renowned maternity clinic,
the fabrics are made of 100% finest certified organic cotton hand knitted in
Germany. The garments are hand-tailored using traditional sewing machines in
local family businesses in the Swabian Alps exclusively devoted to local fair trade.
All textiles are completely free of carcinogenic dyes and other harmful substances
- the sleeping sack is recommended by pediatricians to guard against the risk of
sudden infant death syndrome through overheating.
Enfant gâté was awarded by the Federal Government of Germany for outstanding
creative ideas and new forms of entrepreneurial culture supporting innovation and
economic growth in Germany.
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Contact
enfant gâté
Gethsemanestrasse 4, D-10437 Berlin
t. + 49 (0)176 4909 3206 e. karin@enfantgate.com
— www.enfantgate.com
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Hedwig Bollhagen

Hedwig Bollhagen
Marwitz

| founded in 1934 | 30 employees |

For more than 80 years the Hedwig Bollhagen manufactury in Marwitz
near Berlin produces consumer ceramic goods of highest quality.
Hedwig Bollhagen, one of the most famous german ceramists of the modern world,
acquired the abandoned Haël-Werkstätten for Künstlerische Keramik and founded
the studio HB for pottery.
Her decades-long friendship with Charles Crodel and collaborations including
such famous names of Bauhaus like Theodor Bogler and Werner Burri influenced
her immensely.
All products reflect the philosophy of timeless designs from more than 8 decades.
Hundreds of forms and decors were built, which follow functional requirements:
there was no need to make a cup or a dish just look beautiful, but to create
something perfect and complete. The results are design classics, which stay
contemporary and honour the „plain“ like Bollhagen said so well.
Hedwig Bollhagen received multiple international awards and distinctions, including
the gold medal (shown left: “Fayencevase“; Form 1047, h 12 cm, from 1935/36, a
loan from the Ceramic-Museum Berlin, privately property of H. J. Theis) during the
world exhibition in Paris 1937, in Munich 1957 and Prague 1962 as well as the Order
of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany 1997.
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Contact
HB Werkstätten für Keramik GmbH
Hedwig-Bollhagen Straße 4, D-16727 Marwitz / near Berlin
t. +49 (0) 3304 3980 0 e. info@hedwig-bollhagen.com
— www.hedwig-bollhagen.com
— www.keramik-museum-berlin.de
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Each individual product needs 40 steps by hands in
its manfacturing process. It creates “uniqueness in the
series”.
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Munk Bogballe
Berlin

| founded in 2007 | 1 employee |

Munk Bogballe hand-makes business accessories of the finest quality of
German ox leather.
The company is named after its Danish founder, David Munk Bogballe, and it is based in
the heart of Berlin where all Munk Bogballe products are made to order by experienced
craftsmen before they are sent directly to their new owners across the globe.
By combining materials of the highest quality, traditional fine leather craftsmanship and
a Danish philosophy of design that fuses functionality with elegance whilst seeking
beauty in simplicity, the craftsmen of Munk Bogballe are able to make distinctive
products that are adored and admired by those who own or see them.
The Munk Bogballe collections are exclusively available and with their stunning
colours, timeless class and unique expression the bags and cases match classical
work outfits as well as jeans and sneakers.

Contact
Munk Bogballe
Lychener Strasse 33, D-10437 Berlin
t. +49 (0) 3058856833 e. sales@munkbogballe.com
— www.munkbogballe.com

Designer Egon Eiermann

Wilde & Spieth
Esslingen

| founded in 1831 | 5 employees |

Wilde + Spieth Design Designmöbel (design furniture) GmbH
& Co. KG is a German manufacturer of seating furniture
based in Esslingen am Neckar.
Founded as a joiner’s workshop in 1831, the seating furniture
production for which Wilde + Spieth is known began at the suggestion
of the architect and designer Egon Eiermann. Working closely with him,
over 30 models for mass-production furniture made of wood and steel
pipe were developed up to 1970, which are now considered design
classics. In addition, orchestra chairs, music stands and accessories
for musicians were manufactured. The special feature of Wilde +
Spieth was probably created through the collaborative development
of chairs with Egon Eiermann. Had one of Germany’s most famous
architects not turned up at Wilde + Spieth in 1948, the company - as it is
today - would not exist.

Contact
Wilde+Spieth Designmöbel GmbH & Co. KG
Röntgenstraße 1/1, D-73730 Esslingen
t. +49 (0)711 351303-0 e. info@wilde-spieth.com
— www.wilde-spieth.de
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The Grand Tour

The Grand Tour
The touring exhibition „Handmade in Germany“ is a journey
of 150 German manufactories around the world
by Pascal Johanssen

„Handmade in Germany“ wants, as the name suggests,
to show a cross-section of German quality production.
Special things, from unique designs to hand-crafted individual pieces, products that have in common that they
have been produced with much time and effort at the
company‘s headquarters.
The exhibition shows products from 150 manufactories,
world-renowned luxury brands as well as individual
craftsmen and designers. This unusual mix – large and
small, known next to unknown – is programme. Because it‘s neither, as you might think, a luxury trade fair, nor
a road show for craftsmen. „Handmade in Germany“ is
a design exhibition. Its focus is on selected exhibits, as it
were physical representatives of a lived-in world, a manufactory, of a creator, a conviction or of a region. The
three-dimensional thing goes on a journey with the exhibition tour and presents the beholder with an alternative
to the visual vocabulary structured by the media. By being
in the collection, the exhibits gain a new value, independently of their immediate use. The luxury and manufactory products become so to say a „semaphore“ – a historical
witness, which is put into a new context by the exhibition.
The idea for the exhibition arose in 2012. The discussion
was prompted by a previous visit to two international
design trade fairs, at which producers, who, as we very
well knew, were displaying good products, presented
themselves under the label „Made in Germany“. These
kept all their promises except one: they were not made
(any more) in Germany. That took us aback. Not that we
saw this as a basic flaw. What disturbed us was more the
diminishing of a seal of quality or an idea – that a label
of origin should both bestow an identity and somehow
make a statement. Made in Germany does indeed stand
for quality throughout the world, but it stands above all
for an industrial production that in the global economic
network is understandably hardly located in Germany
any more. It‘s a global product, a outcome of collaborative networks and thus the honest result of a decentral
production chain, as the 21st century has spawned.
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The question we posed was rather: Are there still any
products at all that depend on regional or specifically
personal qualities? The sort of products for which there‘s
no advantage in moving their production abroad? And is
the idea of a nationally or territorially confined production still opportune or is it an antiquated fiction? For us
it wasn‘t a desire for clarity but for an overview. In times
in which the most meaningless product benefits are
marketed, there comes a desire to meet producers who
simply create characterful, authentic things.
The will to search for these things and to gather them together grew. Should the exhibition become a Noah‘s Ark
for German quality production? The more we immersed ourselves in the world of manufactories, the clearer
it became to us that the manufactory business does not
need a culture reserve. Our hunch, that in our search for
manufactories we were not dealing with a species whose
time had passed, was confirmed. These were no skewwhiff businesses needing immediate UNESCO protection. Many of these companies were modern, well-connected and fully orientated. Many of them are doing very
well. But, and this was the main, tantalising realisation:
Many manufactory owners plan for slow, moderate
growth, to be able to guarantee, now and in the future,
the specific level of quality they had decided on. A professional model which allows independent decisions, albeit on a smaller scale, is favoured. This was new to us.
Because there are signs that beyond the hectic rotation of
the world market there is an alternative, which pursues
the idea of sustainable consumption and is also clearly
economically viable in the future.

A social change is already in full swing. With the car, a
change in style from cross-country status symbol to elegantly efficient city car has occurred. Whereas a car used
to be an investment for which you saved, today you take
the next best small car from the chargepoint, park it later
somewhere else and continue on your way. And yet pre-
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cisely in the consumer goods sector there are still glaring
discrepancies between consumption and production. The
economic reality is that compared with mass production,
quality production is still vanishingly small. Correspondingly, in the consumer goods sector quality production
hardly plays a role in the political discussion – in spite of
all protests –because it‘s not understood as a future market.

Manufactories have always been an
example of sustainable production
The subject of sustainability applies to the manufactories, simply because they don‘t have to redevelop resource-damaging processes into sustainable ones, but have
always been an example of sustainable production. Their
production radius, the longevity of their products and a
production that protects natural resources read like the
agenda for sustainable production. The manufactories
are not fossils from the 18th century, but prototypes for
companies in the 21st century.
The step that the manufactories or similar businesses
working with similar structures are often missing is the
establishment of a sales network that maximises the
potential of the 21st century. This does not mean to say
that from now on, for example, every „regional“ food
producer should start sending their products around the
world, only to produce in the end a similar ecological
footprint to their big sisters in the food industry. No, it‘s
about extending possibilities with a sense of proportion.
The Internet has levelled the playing field not only for
international but also for specialist networks of buyers
and traders. This is a message to which the many smaller but more excellent businesses with a limited customer
base listen to attentively. Bringing millions of buyers together in a virtual marketplace costs less than building
up an international retail network. The replacement of
middlemen – wholesalers and retailers – with a decentral
pool of millions of people eliminates the transaction costs
accruing with every step in the delivery chain. This applies not just to mass products: Etsy has created just such
a global craft bazaar, organised around range and cooperation instead of hierarchically from top to bottom. The
same principle is transferable to exclusive circles or special customer groups like collectors or style-conscious cuff
link wearers. A further aspect of the Internet plays into
the manufactorys‘ hands: the immateriality of many future products, services and activities. When marks of the
individual and subjective fall away in the course of digitalisation, visible human differences merge into the surface
of the general, of the mainstream, or of standardisation.
Palpable differentiation becomes increasingly rare. We
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have even succeeded in getting everyone to run around
with the same laptop model, as if a far-seeing despot had
distributed these toys for free to his people, the better to
monitor them. But that is not true: We chose this uniformity ourselves and even pay for it. We surround ourselves
daily with normed material things and roam around city
centres with interchangeable shops and house facades.
The moment special things disappear, the forms of expression that go with them vanish.
When speaking in our context of the exhibition of manufactories, we have to remind ourselves that this concept
is not at all clearly defined any more. Taking it literally,
we presume a high measure of handwork in the production, certainly fewer machines and still fewer automated
production processes. So all in all, we conjure up a romantic picture of a smaller, solid craft business. Curiously
enough, manufacture was in its origins the very opposite
of this picture, it was the ruin of the old crafts. The revolution, which completely changed the relationship between
life and work before the industrialisation, was determined
by these very manufacturers as they grew, and later became dominant in capitalist industrial production.
Manufacturing was industry: it nurtured an elementary
resistance to man‘s alienation from his natural rhythms of
life. The authorities countered this manifest resistance to
working in the newly-founded manufacturers with compulsory measures. They wanted to eliminate the poverty
and under-employment of the rural population with this
institution, and, very much in the spirit of the enlightenment, effect their moral improvement. They often had
to resort to prison inmates, because no workers could be
recruited freely. New to the manufacturers‘ working organisation was the separation of work and the domestic domain, the removal of the worker from his bond to a guild
or a manor. The life and work of craftsmen had been the
same for centuries: Their working organisation was the
small business, which the master led with a few journeymen and apprentices, who together formed a patriarchal
house community. The world of work and home were not
yet separated. They formed a unit in which the domestic
domain was structured analogously to that of work. The
master led, oversaw and controlled the members of his
household, his family and employees alike. And this cosmos was also protected by the Guild constitution with its
privileges, which excluded and marginalised non-members. The journeymen could bear their unmistakeable
dependence more easily because it was temporary, they
could after all see themselves as future masters.

The new times – these were for the craftsmen journeymen first and foremost the bitter realisation that this, for
them self-evident, future perspective of professional independence was denied them. They fell into a social dilemma, for which their world view and behaviour norms had
not prepared them.

Craftsmanship still has something
quaint about it even today
These revolutions have been resounding more or less until today: Innovation pressure and profit maximisation
make industrial entrepreneurship a guiding principle.
Ambitious young talent enters the business consultancy
professions. Those with no idea of what do professionally
are retrained in computer courses. Craftsmanship still has
something quaint about it even today, and comes suspiciously close to confused artistic aspirations. Until recently,
craftsmen and smaller manufactory businesses fell into
a social vacuum. Their number was too small, their service often too unusual to mold or to unite the consciousness of this social group. Most complained of being
defenceless against a not understood and thus incomprehensible economy, and of being robbed of their existence. Between the old industries and the young, high-tech
entrepreneurs, they felt homeless, without a secure place
in society. But, a new start: Times change. The feeling of

powerlessness seems to be giving way now, in the second
decade of the 21st century, to a new self-image. Because in
the course of the advancing global norming, digitalisation and dematerialisation, the manufactories will become
the standard bearers for two of the most valuable assets
of the 21st century: authenticity and the cultural variety
reflected in the wealth of form in the material world.

A culture lives above all from the diversity of its professions. Each one, cut off in its cell, brings out for itself facial
expressions, a style of clothing, verbal codes, attitudes,
an education, a morality. That the producers of quality,
who strive for the perfect knife, the best violin, the most
durable prison bars or a high-quality perfume, support
this cultural variety and make it possible in the first
place, is obvious. Quality is the opposite of mass, mass
means reproduction, efficiency, norming. Quality means
small editions, taking time and individual results. Variety is both biologically and culturally necessary for survival. When we destroy variety with our technologies and
thought patterns, we only notice our loss afterwards. The
relations between biological and cultural variety are still
not really understood. With slow food and similar activities, cultural variety is thematised at least in the area of
nutrition. But in the urban industry culture we believe
we have a lot of variation. This is a fallacy, as there‘s an
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enormous range of products and in Berlin you can buy
Italian shoes, English wall paint and North African waterpipes without any problem. It seems to be a good mixture of cultures and products. But you forget that they all
live with the same technology, the same mass media and
transportation, which destroy any real variety. We take
the wide product range in the department stores for variety, but it‘s just a variety in the packaging. We need real
variety again – business, cultural and biological.
Thus we come to the real motif of the „Handmade in Germany“ exhibition: making cultural diversity visible. Manufactories contribute to the preservation of variety, and in
the world of things they thereby fulfil a social function,
which is still completely underestimated. The exhibition
wants to show this in an exemplary fashion and to change
the public perception. Everyone knows the economic-political functions of the old heavy industries, for example the
car builders: they are the pillars of employment, they feed
the people. The economic-political functions of the new
key technologies, biotechnology, electromobility, nano and
Internet, are clear: They are the innovation motors of the
national economy, we capture new markets with them.
But what about the manufactories and quality producers?
What social function do they have? Up to now, none have
been attributed to them, after all, they just produce expensive luxury toys for the happy few. Who needs an expensive
Swiss pine child bed that a craftsman carpenter has made,
when a cheaper Ikea bed will do? Why spend money on
a one-off hand-carved wall covering when you can buy a
fleece wallpaper? Material variety gives richness and depth
to life. Special products should not be misunderstood as
material luxury in the sense of wanton wastefulness, exceeding the usual standards society has defined as sensible
and necessary. Rather, the standard of our demands on the
world of things surrounding us must be raised.

Manufactories contribute to
the preservation of variety and
thereby fulfil a social function
It‘s really exciting that a change in values is showing, giving a place for many alternatives. Alternatives in buying,
alternatives in lifestyle, alternatives to the current business
cycle. The „Handmade in Germany“ exhibition wants to
show that manufactories offer such alternatives and provide a futuristic example of an economy of human scale. An
economy of human scale means the economy of the small,
an economy of the community, the small society. An economy in which a person is not simply a statistic, but has
an identity. This regard for „the small“ is important, as
the political structures in Germany for the social-psychological effects of globalisation have not been prepared.
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The political view is habitually directed at size. But in a
system of human society that is getting ever bigger, individual people suddenly mean nothing. In the middle of
an enormous crowd they are standing there completely
alone. Paradox: the world state, the mondialisation, is understood intellectually but not felt. People really want to
become smaller, to find their limits, to find themselves.

New cooperations arise.
A change in values is taking place.
20 years ago, it was thought that with the help of technology, everything had to be imported from everywhere. It
was thought that life would improve when everyone had
the chance of moving around faster and being reachable
everywhere. But for some time it has been clear that this
does not add up. If the gross national product increases,
it doesn‘t mean that everyone is better off. On top of that,
the general acceleration leads to more stress. Doctors have
to treat more patients in a shorter time, farmers have to
produce more every day, if they haven‘t already given up
their fields to the wind energy concerns and so become
superfluous. With insecurity at work at the same time,
the physical and psychological stress increases. We recognise meanwhile that what we today call progress has not
improved our lives in all its facets. We are standing on the
threshold of a post-capitalist era, in which not the market economy as such, but rather its maxims of growth are
being met with scepticism. New forms of cooperation are
developing. A change in values is taking place.

Germany has many good manufactories. We have restricted ourselves in the „Handmade in Germany“ exhibition
to products from Germany, because the local medium-sized businesses of the quality producers encompasses a
breadth that is unique in the world. We can regard this
as a cultural treasure. While in other countries – France,
Switzerland or Japan – there are clear concentrations in
production in individual sectors, fashion and cosmetics,
clocks or electronics for entertainment – German manufacturers work on almost everything: from yachts to
diet scales, and that on all quality levels. The German
staidness, the awkward dealing with fashionable styles,
the strengths of the regions and the comparatively high
standard of living provide the humus on which the flowers of a diverse, specialised production culture thrive.
In Germany, there‘s an answer for all questions of life in
the form of a product. Only when you collect the best
of them in an exhibition do you realise how diverse this
world of things is.

Pascal Johanssen
is artistic director of the touring exhibition „Handmade in Germany“ and director of the Berlin Museum‘s
Direktorenhaus, which specialises in contemporary design and applied art. He manages these projects
together with his wife, Katja Kleiss. The two are also publishers of the art magazine „Objects. Journal of
Applied Art“ and the initiators of the „Deutschen Manufakturenstrasse“, a holiday route of almost 3,000 km
running right through Germany along the most famous manufactory sites.
Photos: ©Frank Leder
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beekeeper Michael Bauer

Altländer Honig
Jork

Assulzerhof
Billigheim

| founded in 2009 | 2 employees |

| founded in 1874 | 5 employees |

Even as a little boy, he used to accompanied his uncle to the
beekeepers, but it was only in 2009, that Michael Bauer decided to
professionalise his affinity for bees and honey in the Old Country
(Alten Land) and to found the “Altländer Honig Manufaktur”
(Altländer Honey Manufactory) near Hamburg together with his wife.

Germann Hennrich has been distilling fine brandies at the
Assulzerhof in Billigheim-Allfeld (Baden-Wurttemberg) for nearly
3 decades. In addition to fine wines and wild game specialties, the
country inn and restaurant offers homemade sausage, bread and
much more.

Michael Bauer and his bees travel far throughout the beautiful North German
landscape to produce a wide range of variations of the sweet gold. Thus
his bees collect nectar on the German Baltic island of Fehmarn, where they
produce wonderfully spreadable delicate canola honey; in Brandenburg,
where they manufacture rare cornflower honey at edges of the woods; or in
the Lüneburg Heath, where they harvest the typically spicy heather honey. In
the summer, the beehives are placed on hotel rooftops in Hamburg and there
compose their popular Hamburg summer honey.

Pear and apple brandies from the old giant fruit tree and distillates from wild
fruits such as elderberry, sloe or rowanberry are the specialty of the Hennrich
family, who have farmed the Assulzerhof for generations. The brandies are
fermented from select fruits or prepared and carefully distilled. The maturation
storing, which can last years, takes place in the old vaulted cellars, which
provide the ideal conditions. The small production quantities allow for individual
control, and then the bottling is done by hand. In addition to its fine wines, the
Assulzerhof also offers other homemade specialties.

Contact
Michael Bauer Altländer Honig-Manufaktur & Manufruktur
Groß Hove 82, D-21635 Jork
t. +49 (0)4162 2038-46 e. info@altlaender-honig.de
— www.altlaender-honig.de

Contact
Spezialitätenbrennerei Assulzerhof
Assulzerhof 5, D-74842 Billigheim-Allfeld
t. +49 (0)6265 211 e. info@assulzerhof.de
— www.assulzerhof.de

St. Michaelshof
Aichstetten

Alfred Schladerer

| founded in 1992 | 10 employees |

St.Michaelshof is located on a sun-kissed high plateau of Allgäu in the
midst of tranquil forests and meadows. This Demeter farm is guided
by the principle: 'Create food in harmony with nature and spirit'!

Staufen im Breisgau

| founded in 1844 | 50 employees |

What started as a small distillery in 1844 in the "Kreuz-Post” inn is
now a medium-sized company, family run by the sixth generation, and
internationally successful – especially with the classic Black Forest
Kirschwasser, Himbeergeist and Williams-Birne.
The name Schladerer stands for quality Black Forest fruit spirits – bottled in the famous
Schladerer square bottle. Only handpicked fruit of selected regions and varieties is
used for Schladerer fruit brandies. In this case, these selected fruit brandies retain their
mild character for years either in stone clay jugs or in oak barrels.
The Schladerer brand is now sold in over 40 countries around the world and is
anchored firmly within the range of sophisticated international cuisine like no other
German spirits brand.
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Contact
Alfred Schladerer Alte Schwarzwälder Hausbrennerei GmbH
Alfred-Schladerer-Platz 1, D-79219 Staufen im Breisgau
t. +49 (0)7633 8320 e. info@schladerer.de
— www.schladerer.de

Since decades this family run farm has been cultivating over 150 varieties of crops
which includes field and specialty vegetables, herbs, flowers, berries, cereals,
potatoes etc. and committed in farming 'protected crops'. St.Michaelshof houses its
own production facility solely devoted for the creation of in-house specialty recipes
for handmade organic assortments like: Pestos, syrups, juices, bread spreads,
vegetable soups, herbal vinegars, etc. and farm's bakery offers fresh baked spelt
breads, cakes and seasonal specialities. For their customers St.Michaelshof also
offers an array of unique handmade Organic ointments infused with handpicked
herbs, flowers, organic honeybee wax an so on.

Contact
St. Michaelshof
Laubegg 3, D-88317 Aichstetten
t. +49 (0)7565 940030 e. shop@st-michaelshof.de
— www.ataman-ag.de
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Balema
Kehl

Gourmetbäckerei v. d. Heide

| founded in 2002 | 10 employees |

Willingen

| founded in 1861 | 26 employees |

The Badische Lebensmittel Manufaktur (BALEMA)
(Baden Food Manufactory) produces natural high
quality vinegar products exclusively from fresh raw
ingredients picked by hand.

With a high quality standard, pastry chef Wolfgang von der Heide
has developed his 150-year-old bakery from Willingen in the heart of
Germany into a gourmet manufactory.

All raw ingredients come from growers and winemakers in
Germany, and most of them actually from Baden-Württemberg
itself. Vinegar expert and company founder Theo F. Berl has a
keen sense for the making of pure vinegar. He has developed his
own patented process for vinegar production. For example the
“Balsamico 1868” is created from German white wine through this
process. This gourmet vinegar is aged in the oak barrel store.

Theo F. Berl

Contact
Balema Badische Lebensmittel Manufaktur GmbH
Schlossergasse 28, D-77694 Kehl
t. +49 (0)171 6927723 e. office@balema.de
— www.essig-brauhaus.de

Stollen are at the heart of his production. Stollen is a bread-like cake and has
been made in Germany for nearly 700 years. Stollen baking has a centuries-old
tradition. Each family guards its own, handed-down recipe like it was gold. And
the same is true for our “von der Heide” bakery family. Our Stollen is handmade
- each Stollen is kneaded by hand 12 times. Heide buys from organic farmers in
the region and personally knows the mill where his flour is milled.

Contact
AGourmetbrot Wolfgang von der Heide
ABriloner Strasse 11, D-34508 Willingen
t. +49 (0)5632 6310 e. info@gourmetbrot.de
— www.gourmetbrot.de

Wolfgang von der Heide

BESH

Schwäbisch Hall

| founded in 1988 | ≈ 350 employees |

The Bäuerliche Erzeugergemeinschaft Schwäbisch Hall is a leading
producer of organic meat and has subscribed to the principle of producing
healthy food and responsibly respecting nature and animals.

Contact
Bäuerliche Erzeugergemeinschaft Schwäbisch Hall
Raiffeisenstraße 20, D-74523 Schwäbisch Hall
t. +49 (0)7904 9797-0 e. info@besh.de
— www.besh.de

In the early 1980s the “Mohrenköpfle” (carrot tops) pigs, as they were lovingly called
because of their characteristic colouring, were thought to be an extinct breed of pig.
Only seven sows and one boar of the Schwäbisch-Hall pig had survived on farms in
Wolpertshausen in Schwäbisch Hall. It is thanks to the Hohenlohe farmers that a long-lost
traditional country breed was brought back to life for the first time - an internationally highly
acclaimed project, of which the initiators are very proud. Their animals receive only the
best and healthiest feed to eat. Prohibited are growth promoting agents, animal meal and
other questionable substances. The meat quality programmes of the BESH have all been
given an evaluation of “very good” by Öko-Test. In 2005, the leading environmental and
animal protection associations of the Bäuerlichen Erzeugergemeinschaft Schwäbisch
Hall were also awarded The Pro Tier (Pro Animal) advancement award.

Belsazar Vermouth
Berlin

| founded in 2013 | 3 employees |

Belsazar Vermouth goes back to the roots of vermouth in Germany and is
exclusively handcrafted in South Baden at the edge of the Black Forest.
Wines from select wineries from the growing areas of Kaiserstuhl and Markgräflerland,
wormwood and other regional flavouring herbs and spices are what form the basis of
Belsazar Vermouth. The addition of select fruit brandies from the six-generation-old Alfred
Schladerer distillery and the barrel-stored grapes sweet reserve made especially for
Belsazar gives this special vermouth its incomparable taste.
In four varieties - Dry, Red, Rosé and White - come blends of six wines, up to 20 different
herbs, spices, barks and flowers. Select fruit brandies and sweet reserves are also used,
which gives each Belsazar Vermouth its own distinctive flavour.
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Contact
Belsazar GmbH
Schlesiche Straße 28, D-10997 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 23608786 e. info@belsazar-vermouth.de
— www.belsazar-vermouth.com
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WurzelPeter
Traben-Trarbach

| founded in 1949 | 10 employees |

The origins of the WurzelPeter date back to 1875 when the pharmacist
Paul Pöschke invented a potion that should contain the force from the
woods and include roots and was initially administered as a remedy.
The name refers to a small goblin, which according to legend haunts the
woods and drives his practical jokes. The Wurzelpeter was first made in 1950
as a GDR cult drink and was marketed in restaurants and tasting rooms. The
planned economy at the time of the GDR regime ceased production of the
WurzelPeters due to major challenges as the procurement of raw materials and
packaging materials had become increasingly problematic. In the former Soviet
occupation zone, WurzelPeter belonged to the so-called ‘Bückware’ that were
either scarce or available locally only through barter. Back in the early 50's,
its own raw material production was constructed in operation that ensured
a consistent quality production of herbal liqueurs. The extracts from herbs,
spices, roots, leaves and seeds are produced according to traditional extract
methods, such as maceration and distillation. They are subject to strict quality
control from raw material to the finished product. Today Wurzelpeter is again
become the cult drink.

Contact
WurzelPeter Berliner BärenSiegel GmbH
Dr.-Ernst-Spies-Allee 2, D-56841 Traben-Trarbach
t. +49 (0)6541 170 e. langguth@langguth.de
— www.wurzelpeter.de

Berliner Brandstifter
Berlin

Brauerei Clemens Härle
Leutkirch im Allgäu

| founded in 2009 | 3 employees |

Berlin Brandstifter (Berlin Arsonists) has committed itself to
designing and manufacturing the finest spirits with their very own
Berlin character.

Since 1897, the Härle Family has brewed beers full of character in
Upper Swabian Leutkirch.
In the tradition of company founder Clemens Härle, the affirmation of homeland
and craft brewing remains at the heart of the philosophy of the Leutkirch
company to this day. Malting barley and hops for Härle beers come exclusively
and directly from Upper Swabian farmers. Old brewing processes, such as the
one-week primary fermentation and long cold storage at temperatures near
the freezing point, lend the Leutkirch beers their balanced fine varietal flavours.
Thus, they differ markedly from the mass of industrial beers, since they are now
also manufactured in Germany by a small number of brewing companies.

Both Berliner Brandstifter Kornbrand (a grain spirit) and the Berlin Dry Gin are
filtered sevenfold and are characterized by their particularly mild and unique
flavour. The ingredients predominantly come from Berlin and the surrounding
area. Each bottle is filled and numbered by hand.
The unique character of the Dry Gin is complemented by a typical Berlin
combination of elderflower, fresh cucumber, mallow and sweet woodruff. The
harvest yield is different each year and limits the production of the gin.

Black Forest Distillers
Loßburg

| founded in 2009 | 10 employees |

Contact
Berliner Brandstifter UG
Grainauer Str. 19, D-10777 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 2135561 e. post@BerlinerBrandstifter.com
— www.berlinerbrandstifter.com

Since 2008, the Black Forest Distillers company has taken
Montgomery Collins’s eccentric and unique recipe on board. The
result of the distillation is a genuine Black Forest Dry Gin.

| founded in 1897 | 30 employees |

Contact
Brauerei Clemens Härle KG
Am Hopfengarten 5, D-88299 Leutkirch im Allgäu
t. +49 (0)7561 9828-0 e. info@haerle.de
— www.haerle.de

Monkey 47 draws on the extravagant recipe of Montgomery Collins, the
original inventor of the Black Forest Dry Gin! It is a daring combination of local
herbs and Black Forest berries on the one hand, and of exotic botanicals
from Asia on the other. Monkey 47 reflects a biography and so it will scarcely
be difficult for connoisseurs to recognize familiar flavours as well as foreign
spices, which can be attributed to Collins’s childhood in India, for example.
A good third of the ingredients for this special gin come from the Black Forest,
such as spruce shoots, cranberries, elderflowers, sloes and blackberry
leaves, just to name a few. A total of 47 hand-picked herbal ingredients cut
back in extremely soft spring water from our very own Black Forest spring,
give Monkey 47 an unparalleled complexity and quality. The real highlight is
the use of a real Black Forest “secret weapon” − fresh cranberries.

Contact
Monkey 47 Black Forest Distillers GmbH
Oberwiesachstr. 3, D-72290 Loßburg-Betzweiler
t. +49 (0)7455 946870 e. info@monkey47.com
— www.monkey47.com
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Berliner Frühstück

Hamburger Goldmandeln
Hamburg

Berlin

| founded in 2010 | 2 employees |

| founded in 1987 | 2 employees |

The Berliner Frühstück has been around for 20 years and has become a Berlin
institution for Muesli lovers. Owner Sofie Bernau is one of the founders of the
organic food movement in Berlin.

There have been fine roasted almonds at Veldkamps at the Hamburg
Cathedral since the mid-19th century. Roasted almonds, a typical
specialty particularly at Christmastime in Germany, are produced at
“Mother Veldkamp’s” according to a secret family recipe.

In the late 80s, the company’s founder Sofie Bernau completed training to become a
domestic operations manager and, with her acquired knowledge of dietetics (nutrition
science), laid the foundation for her business. After the fall of the Berlin Wall in Germany,
production of the already famous muesli known as the “Berliner Frühstück” began in a
backyard in the Kreuzberg district of Berlin.

In 2010, the secret family recipe for almonds was illuminated with 22 carat gold
leaf to honour Anna Wilhelmine Catharina Veldkamp - the beloved “Mother
Veldkamp,” a woman with a heart of gold. The fresh organic almonds are roasted
with little extra sugar, according an old family recipe that has been handed down
from generation to generation. Small roasted batches develop the unique flavour
of the almonds and nuts.

A stone oven is used to bake the honey muesli, which not only makes the cereal a crispy treat,
but also has the advantage of being very energy efficient to manufacture. Naturally pure
honey is used exclusively as a sweetener, and all cereals are traditionally mixed by hand to
avoid exposing the flakes to additional breakage processes.

All the ingredients for the production of the organic almonds Mumbai and organic
cashew with black sesame are organically grown.

Contact
Hamburger Goldmandeln Gerd Brechelt KG
Kirchenredder 6, D-22339 Hamburg
t. +49 (0)171 4141455
e. MutterVeldkamp@hamburger-goldmandeln.de
— www.goldmandeln.de

Sofie Bernau

Contact
Das Berliner Frühstück
Südostallee 169, D-12487 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 6181720 e. info@dasberlinerfruehstueck.de
— www.dasberlinerfruehstueck.com

Hirschhorner Weinkontor
Neustadt an der Weinstraße

| founded in 2003 | 4 employees |

Frank John and his wife Gerlinde have been running the small Hirschhorner
Hof winery in Neustadt an der Weinstraße (Pfalz) according to biodynamic
principles since 2002.
The Weinkontor produces elegant, complex Riesling wines that can be drunk for another
10 years with great pleasure. This is also thanks to the wine maturation, which takes place
exclusively in wood in the renovated cross-vaulted cellar of the 17th century house.

Contact
Frank John Das Hirschhorner Weinkontor
Hirschhornring 34, D-67435 Neustadt an der Weinstraße
t. +49 (0)6321 670537 e. info@johnwein.de
— www.johnwein.de

The Weinkontor Hirschhorner Hof has entirely embraced biodynamic viticulture, which
entails foregoing any fining, stabilization, enrichment and acidification measures of any
kind. The white wines are aged at least 12 months on the lees before being faintly filtered
once and then drawn into bottles. The Pinot Noirs, however, mature at least 24 months
in oak barrels and are bottled without filtration. The sparkling wine production is done in
an absolutely traditional way. After whole bunch pressing, the maturation takes place in
Pfälzer wine barrels before the base wine then matures on the lees for 38 months.

Elbgold
Hamburg

| founded in 2004 | 30 employees |

elbgold is the gourmet coffee brand from Hamburg. In the specialty roasting
house in the Schanze district, only the finest Arabica beans from the best
growing areas in the world are traditionally processed by hand.
Founded in 2004, the company stands for the highest quality coffee. It lays emphasis on
sustainable farming, maintains fair direct trade with coffee farmers and local cooperatives
and supports unique coffee development projects such as the “Cup of Excellence”.
About twenty different coffees make up the current range - from classic filter coffee
or progressive, light roasted espresso to the directly traded and Cup of Excellenceawarded Huye Mountain coffee from Rwanda. With their success concept, the company’s
management pair Annika Taschinski and Thomas Kliefoth, have already made a good
name for themselves throughout Germany In addition to awards from the “Feinschmecker”
(foodie) and publications such as the “Crema”, which awarded the company the title of
“Germany’s best roaster” in 2009, Michelin-starred chefs, the gastronomy scene and food
media all love the luxury brand from Hamburg.
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Contact
elbgold Kaffee
Lagerstraße 34c, D-20357 Hamburg
t. +49 (0)40 235175-20 e. info@elbgold.com
— www.elbgold.com
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Evers & Tochter
Lübeck

| founded in 2006 | 1 employee |

The glittering flowers are probably the most special and typical
of Lübeck treats: In the Evers & Tochter manufactory, candied
flowers and herbs are produced by hand in painstaking detail.
Candied flowers are created by giving the freshly picked flowers a sugar
coating, so they are candied. Thus, flowers such daisies, lavender, jasmine,
meadow daisies and roses are preserved and form a decoration for the
chocolates and chocolate bars, which are also produced in the manufactory.
Angela Evers, who had worked as a fashion designer for 20 years, made up
her mind to deliberately fight against the tides of time and reclaim forgotten
memories.

Contact
Evers & Tochter Manufaktur
Breite Straße 9, D-23552 Lübeck
t. +49 (0)451 3968538 e. koestlichkeiten@eversundtochter.de
— www.eversundtochter.de

Elbler
Hamburg

| founded in 2012 | 5 employees |

On one side of the northern Elbe is the largest contiguous fruitgrowing region in Central Europe - the “Old Country”. Here is
where elbler was created, a refreshing, alcoholic beverage with one
single ingredient: fresh organic apples.
Nermin Celik

Simply by naturally fermenting fresh juice and by adding carbon dioxide you get
the sparkling “cider” from the northern Germany. In addition to the consistent
use of 100% organically grown raw materials, the elbler remains a purely natural
product during manufacture, with absolutely no added sugar, flavours or dyes.

Contact
Elbler GmbH
Mittelweg 14, D-20148 Hamburg
t. +49 (0)40 84709582 e. info@elbler.de
— www.elbler.de

Glam Cola
Berlin

| founded in 2012 | 3 employees |

A Berliner really clears things up with a Cola,
Glam Cola Berlin

Fränkischer Grünkern
Boxberg

Most kids love Cola – Nermin Celik’s kids are no exception
here. The mother and founder of Glam Cola was, like most
parents, never particularly enthusiastic about the idea
of letting her kids indulge in artificial flavours. Instead of
forbidding it and trying to make them fall in love with another
drink, she decided to create her own Cola. Free of common
additives, caramel colouring and phosphoric acid. Glam Cola
was born.

| founded in 1950 |

The genesis of Franconian green spelt came about 350 years ago thanks to
the ingenious minds of farmers in north-eastern Baden-Württemberg. The
maturation of spelt, formerly the most important bread grain in southern
Germany, was often risky in this inherently barren region.
Green spelt is obtained from hulled spelt grain that is kiln-dried in the dough-ripe
stage over a wood fire (roasted). Green spelt can be used as a whole grain, coarse
meal, semolina, flakes or flour. Because it is harvested in its green state, green spelt is
particularly rich in vitamins and minerals; its protein and fat percentage is significantly
higher than that of other cereal grains.
Traditionally used as a soup ingredient and for breaded cutlets, green spelt is used in
modern cooking in various ways, e.g. in dumplings, stews, salads, cakes and pastries.

Contact
Vereinigung fränkischer Grünkern-Erzeuger Boxberg. e.V.
Zentweg 13, D-97944 Boxberg-Schwabhausen
t. +49 (0)7930 517 e. kress@haaghof.com
— www.fraenkischer-gruenkern.de

Apart from its ingredients and design, Glam Cola stands out
due to its clarity. But that’s not all that distinguishes Glam Gola
from other Cola-drinks – it contains only natural sweetener,
which is clarified by ultrafiltration. Glam Cola is therefore
suitable for vegans and allergy sufferers and complies with
most religious dietary laws.

General Manager Walter Kress (left)
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Contact
Glam Cola Company
Postfach 610729, D-10938 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 6956738-5 e. berlin@glamcola.de
— www.glamcola.de
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Schlossbrauerei Fürstl. Drehna
Luckau

| founded in 1745 | 12 employees |

The Fürstlich Drehna Castle Brewery located in Luckau/Brandenburg near
Berlin brews speciality beers full of character. It makes use of a handcrafted, traditional brewing process with original recipes whilst also
preserving the environment.

Contact
Schlossbrauerei Fürstlich Drehna
Lindenplatz 10, D-15926 Luckau t. +49 (0)35324 30330
e. fuerstlichbier@schlossbrauerei-fuerstlich-drehna.de
— www.schlossbrauerei-fuerstlich-drehna.de

The Fürstlich Drehna brewery has already been in existence for more than 250 years.
From traditional-classic recipes to new, award-winning beers, the brewery supplies
only the highest quality beers: the careful use of the best raw materials guarantees the
excellent level of the brewery, which focuses on the craft of manufacturing quality classic.
Their beers which are prepared according to old recipes (Edelhell, ODIN-TRUNK),
the fruit beers (ginger, raspberry, sea buckthorn beer) and the traditional Pilsner beer
(Schlossbräu) leave the brewery to be listed under monumental protection.
The scenery of the Lower Lusatian Ridge Nature Park, which is resultant of the Ice Age,
provides a natural state of water and has a diversity of 18.000 plant and animal species
and is one of the most valuable agricultural chambers in Germany.

Brennerei Höhler
Aarbergen

| founded in 1895 | 2 employees |

The Höhler Brennerei was founded in 1895 and is now run by its
fourth generation.
Initially, Holger Höhler mostly produced fruit and grain brandies in his
traditional family distillery in Aarbergen near Wiesbaden (Hessen). When in
2001 a friend offered him corn for distilling, the successful offbeat idea was
born to have a go at whiskey making.
The fruit of this experiment was “Whesskey®”: one of the finest German
whiskeys. In 2004, when the first keg was tapped, it immediately won the title
“2004 Best Whiskey on the European Continent” in Jim Murray’s international
“Whiskey Bible.” The first bottling sold out in just a few days.

Jürgen Johannes Müller-Herold

Brennerei Grüner Baum

Contact
Brennerei Höhler
Kirchgasse 3, D-65326 Aarbergen
t. +49 (0)6120 1321 e. holger@brennerei-hoehler.de
— www.brennerei-hoehler.de

Alexander Himburg

Oberkirch

In the Brennerei Grüner Baum, brandies and fine liqueurs have been
distilled from the fruits of the local orchards for 10 generations.

BrauKunstKeller
Michelstadt

Johannes Müller-Herold was a master chef around the world for 26 years.
In 2008 he decided to take over the distillery. Staying true to his ancestors,
he offers a great variety of brandies such as Zibärtle, Kirschwasser and
Jerusalem Artichocke. Each brandy is carefully stored in traditional stone
casks until it reaches a perfect and distinct aroma. The Alemannic Highland
Whisky known as “a Freud” (a delight), is one of Johannes' house specialties.
The basis is a distillate made of organic emmer – authentic native wheat –
blended with a hint of beer brandy and matured in three different barrels to
bring it to perfection. Today Johannes uses his professional knowledge to
create state-of-the-art liqueurs like “Elderberry-Chocolate-Chili” or “PearQuince-Cinnamon”. These award-winning flavors are made with scientific
precision and demonstrate his passion for the fine art of distilling.

| founded in 2013 | 6 employees |

BrauKunstKeller is the multi award winning craft brewery based in a
traditional brewhouse in Odenwald/ Hessen, Germany
True to its motto - “Life is too short to drink bad beer” - Alexander Himburg is brewing
craft beers with a big hop flavor as well as strong Imperial beers. Beside these modern
craft beers you can find fine classic German beer styles as well.
Himburg’s creations are a carefully selected combination of the finest ingredients
in the world. In addition to hops from the Czech Republic, America or New Zealand,
specialty malts from Belgium are also used.
He was the first to brew the new German hop variety Mandarina Bavaria according
to the trendy American “India Pale Ale” style of beer and won several medals with it
in international craft beer awards. His most awarded beer Amarsi IPA is leading the
German craft beer revolution as the most awarded craft beer in Germany in 2014.
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| founded in 1645 | 3 employees |

Contact
Braukunstkeller GmbH
Hochstrasse 15, D-64720 Michelstadt
t. +49 (0)6061 9675026 e. info@braukunstkeller.de
— www.braukunstkeller.de

Contact
Brennerei Grüner Baum
Alm 35, D-77704 Oberkirch
t. +49 (0)7802 9812-07 e. info@brennerei-gruener-baum.de
— www.brennerei-gb.de

Holger Höhler
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Michael Bauer - Altländer Honig
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Ferdinands Saar Dry Gin
Saarbrücken

Chilli Manufaktur
Soltau

| founded in 1824 | 10 employees |

In the heart of Europe, in the Saarland, near the border triangle
between Germany, Luxembourg and France, comes Ferdinand’s
Saar Dry Gin.

| founded in 2011 | 1 employee |

The Chilli Manufaktur (manufactory) is a small family business
in the heart of the Lüneburg Heath (Lower Saxony). The Menke
family grows and processes the home-grown chilli into chilli
products entirely by hand.

What gives this gin its unique character is the addition of wine, which also
gave the gin its name: The gin bears the name Ferdinand in honour of
Ferdinand Geltz. As a royal Prussian forester, he was involved in founding
the Association of German Quality Wine Estates (VDP) and from his family
comes the Geltz-Zilliken vineyards, whose Riesling flows into Ferdinand’s
Gin. Hand-picked Riesling grapes from the Zilliken Vineyard from steep
slate slopes of the great location of the Saarburger Rausch are key to
this German gin’s character. The combination of Andreas Vallendar’s
craftsmanship and over 30 finely matched botanicals from their own
vineyards make Ferdinand’s one of the highest quality German gin spirits.

The chilli fruits are locally grown and carefully harvested, sorted, cleaned
entirely by hand and then passed on to production. There, each pod is once
again checked by hand and prepared for the next steps.
All chilli products are vegetarian and are also partially vegan and gluten and
lactose-free. Home-grown ingredients are used insofar as possible.
By home-growing the chilli, a large selection of varieties for processing is
available, so that in some cases special varieties are grown specifically for the
products.

Contact
Capulet&Montague LTD
Karcherstraße 22, D-66111 Saarbrücken
t. +49 (0)681 940434-05 e. office@capuletandmontague.de
— www.saar-gin.de

Contact
Chilli Manufaktur – Sacred Heart
Dannhorn 5a, D-29614 Soltau
t. +49 (0)5191 18223 e. info@die-chilli-manufaktur.de
— www.die-chilli-manufaktur.de
Pichture Angela von Goltz (left)

Christine Berger
Werder

Die Marmeladenmanufaktur
Münster

| founded in 1993 | 20 employees |

For over 20 years, the family company Christine Berger has devoted
itself entirely to the sea buckthorn and other - often forgotten - wild
fruits.

| founded in 2007 | 2 employees |

In the summer of 2007, Angela von Goltz, founder and owner of the
jam factory, started off with the sale of her jam-fruit compositions
at the weekly market in Münster. The response was so great that the
jam manufactory now enjoys a Germany-wide reputation and has
modernized and redefined jam culture in Germany.

The bright yellow sea buckthorn berries grow on thorny bushes and loose
calcareous sandy soil, on rocky slopes or on sand dunes. The career of the “lemon
of the north” as the sea buckthorn is also known, began in the GDR, where tropical
fruits were usually in short supply, so that the sea buckthorn was an important
source of vitamins.
Today, the company cultivates certified organic sea buckthorn on about 150
hectares. Free of pollution and chemical fertilizers, the fruit grows in the Brandenburg
fields. Split and flash frozen, the berries are gently processed to ensure that the
valuable active ingredients will remain preserved. Unlike many other providers of
sea buckthorn products, in the Berger company, the cultivation, development of the
individual products and their sales are all still done under one roof.

Contact
Christine Berger GmbH & Co. KG
Fercher Straße 60, D-14542 Werder OT Petzow
t. +49 (0)3327 4691-0 e. info@sandokan.de
— www.sandokan.de
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The Marmeladen Manufaktur offers an exceptionally wide range of sweet fruit
spreads, jams and jellies - there are up to 80 varieties with exquisite recipes. In
addition to sweet spreads, the Marmeladen Manufaktur produces sweet and
savoury fruit spreads, refined fruit sauces, exotic and fruity chutneys and spicy
homemade ketchup.

Contact
Die Marmeladenmanufaktur
Blücherstrasse 16, D-48153 Münster
t. +49 (0)251 3226075 e. post@die-marmeladenmanufaktur.de
— www.die-marmeladenmanufaktur.de

The raw materials used come from the region and are exclusively of the finest
quality and many are organic. The sugar content of all products is significantly
reduced and the fruit content is 60-75%. No chemical additives are used. For
gelling, pure apple pectin is used.
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Kraut und Blüten
Solingen

Tres Cabezas
Berlin

| founded in 2013 | 2 employees |

| founded in 2002 | 15 employees |

The fine foods manufactory “Kraut und Blüten” from Solingen
(North Rhine-Westphalia) manufactures vinegars, oils,
chutneys, pestos, tapenades, syrups and condiments.

The Berlin based company Tres Cabezas imports, roasts and sells high
quality coffee from the world´s best regions.

Where many people pass by unaware, that is exactly where Stephanie
Dietsche and Miriam Betancourt from the gourmet manufactory “Kraut
und Blüten” want to stop and pay attention. The two women want to
revive the knowledge of traditional wild herbs for today’s generations.
From local wild plants, “Kraut und Blüten” make delicacies that are easy
to integrate into today’s everyday cooking.

In the end of the 90s Sascha Spittel and Robert Stock experienced Costa Rican
coffee, and were amazed by every sip of it´s fine nuanced Taste instead of just sensing
bitter, black and hot. Inspired by their trip they decided in 2002 to open Tres Cabezas
in Berlin and concentrate on selling high quality coffee. Working closely with local
coffee farmers Sascha and Robert felt encouraged to get involved more and more
with the distribution of coffee, to experiment with roasting coffee and to develop their
own house brands. For this emerged Pura Vida No.1, which still today one loves to drink
often.

All products from “Kraut und Blüten” are handmade. To work on their
recipe development, the two creators even harvested wild herbs
themselves in order to more closely familiarise themselves with the
plants with which they work. For the ongoing production, as many of the
raw products as possible are locally sourced. Starting from traditional
native roots, the recipe development has taken creative flights of
fancy. Many of the “Kraut und Blüten” products are unique on the
German market; others have been rediscovered from old traditions and
developed. The harvesting and processing is seasonal.

Today over 80% of the coffee beans offered bei Tres Cabezas are certified Fair Trade
Organic and Direct Trade Coffees. They roast their coffees every day because their
Single Origins and Coffee Blends such as WILD AT HEART are popular and favored
all over Europe.

Contact
Kraut und Blüten
Rupelrath 20, D-42699 Solingen
t. +49 (0)212 2534961 e. info@krautundblueten.de
— www.krautundblueten.de

Contact
Tres Cabezas Berlin GbR
Boxhagener Str. 74, D-10245 Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 2904747-0 e. kaffee@trescabezas.de
— www.trescabezas.de

Weideland Gourmet

Bordesholm

| founded in 2011 | 3 employees |

The organic specialties of the Weideland Gourmet manufacture are
a real rarity: sausages, salamis, dried sticks and biltong from air
dried, mildly spicy and pleasantly al dente Auerochsen meat.
The aurochs are the back breeding of the extinct and rare great ox which is
an almost wild bovine species. These aurochs live in the pasture grounds
of the natural Eidertal and in the Aukrug Nature Park in Schleswig-Holstein.
The wild cattle are grazing for the whole year in these pastures and
thereby form a short-fibre, finely-marbled meat. It is tastier compared to
conventional beef, has less fat, and is low in cholesterol and rich in vitamins.
The sausage specialties from the aurochs are also lactose-free.

Contact
Weideland Gourmet Bio-Spezialitäten vom Auerochsen
Bahnhofstraße 23, D-24582 Bordesholm
t. +49 (0)4322 8887118 e. info@eidertaler.info
— www.eidertaler.info
Stephanie Dietsche in the harvest of herbs

Doktorenhof
Venningen

| founded in 1980 | 10 employees |

In Venningen in the Palatinate, vinegar is fermented in
Doktorenhof in centuries-old barrels.
In the Doktorenhof wine vinegar estate, Georg Wiedemann is dedicated to the
“sour arts” and produces the finest vinegar with passion and flair. Here vinegar
is produced by hand and matured in the warm, dark cellar in huge barrels. He
also produces other vinegar specialties, for example, vinegar coffee, vinegar
pralines or vinegar chocolates and pastries.

Contact
Weinessiggut Doktorenhof Wiedemann GmbH
Raiffeisenstraße 5, D-67482 Venningen
t. +49 (0)6323 5505 e. essig@doktorenhof.de
— www.doktorenhof.de
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LangLang
Großheubach

| founded in 2009 | 3 employees |

LangLang from Großheubach in Lower Franconia developed an entirely new,
healthy pasta product: organic protein pasta.
For three years, the sisters Sandra and Stephanie Lang researched and refined a type of
pasta that would be healthier than traditional pasta. While what they came up with was very
rich in carbohydrates, the organic protein pasta from LangLang is made from chickpea flour,
fresh eggs and dried spices. Thus, it is a pure protein meal in the sense of being a combined,
gluten-free and 19% protein food product. No flavour enhancers or preservatives are used.
With the organic protein pasta therefore, there is finally a type of pasta that is an important
source of protein to the body, that supports healthy eating with valuable minerals, that can
be used for weight loss, may be a eaten as a disease preventative, optimally serves even
diabetics and celiac sufferers and is supported and distributed by cancer research.

Contact
LangLang Die Eiweißnudel UG
Sandheide 1, D-63920 Großheubach
t. +49 (0)9371 6500524 e. info@langlang-nudeln.de
— www.langlang-nudeln.de

LemonAid
Hamburg

| founded in 2009 | 25 employees |

LemonAid makes soft drinks the way they’re supposed to be. From the best
ingredients and fair trade, where the ingredients are organically grown and
sourced from certified small farmer cooperatives.
The initiators of LemonAid don’t just want to sell lemonade and iced tea. They established
the LemonAid & ChariTea project to actively bring about social change. In addition
to supporting fair trade, every bottle sold also supports the LemonAid & ChariTea
association. So far more than 300,000 euros have been collected which are available to
the association for various development aid projects. That is 100% of the profits.

Contact
LemonAid Beverages GmbH
Holstenstrasse 9, D-22767 Hamburg
t. +49 (0)40 22630350 e. info@lemonaid.de
— www.lemon-aid.de

It only takes juice, water and sugar to produce the lemonades. In the production of the
teas, freshly brewed loose leaf tea is used, which makes the ChariTea unique in the market
because it looks homemade. The soft drinks are made from all-natural ingredients and no
dyes, preservatives or concentrates are used.

Muli68
Potsdam

Lichtensteiner Wildfrüchte
Engstingen

| founded in 2013 | 3 employees |

In 1468, a mule set off upon the “Way of the Mule” to spend
years traveling around the world in search of the select
ingredients for the herb-flavoured liqueur Muli68.

| founded in 2000 | 3 employees |

The company Lichtensteiner Wildfrüchte, -pflanzen & mehr
(Lichtenstein Wild Fruits, Plants & More) annually processes about 20
tonnes of fruit, berries and herbs, juices, syrup, jam and pesto.

Three friends from Berlin, one shared idea: An herb liqueur that
everyone likes, but still has a completely unique character. So
they developed a recipe with a special balance of fruitiness and
spiciness with ingredients from around the world. Andalusian
lemons and oranges, Indonesian ginger and Ceylon cinnamon,
gentian root extract from the territory of the eastern Alps, anise
from the Mediterranean, and cloves from Zanzibar are processed
with high distilling craftsmanship.

Much of the fruit is harvested in the Swabian Alb biosphere region in the district
of Reutlingen (Baden-Württemberg). The fruits are mainly gotten through wild
gathering or grown on certified organic land. No harvest machinery is used for the
harvest.
The processing methods of Lichtensteiner Wildfrüchte are inspired by traditional
methods. The raw materials are worked by hand and are gently processed without
the use of methods that destroy the cell structure or any important elements.

Contact
Lichtensteiner Wildfrüchte, -pflanzen & mehr
Hauptstraße 2, D-72829 Engstingen-Kohlstetten
t. +49 (0)7385 966930 e. service@lichtensteiner.com
— www.lichtensteiner-wildfruechte.com
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Contact
Muli 68 GmbH
Sacrower Allee 21, D-14476 Potsdam
t. +49 (0)33201 456947 e. info@muli68.de
— www.muli68.de
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gekkoMate
Berlin

Senfmühle Kleinhettstedt
Ilmtal

| founded in 2013 | 2 employees |

After Ben and Paula, gekkoMATE is the third happy result of the collaboration
between Nina and Bastian Heuser.

| founded in 1999 | 3 employees |

The Kleinhettstedt Senfmühle is an ancient mill site in the Ilm
valley near Weimar and Erfurt. The first written mention of it
dates from the 16th century.

He came from Cologne, she from São Paulo, both stranded in Berlin - and no sooner had got
they got themselves sorted than they began to long for proper mate. Brazilian, green mate - the
real thing, not the stuff they call mate and sell in Europe.
The long-time bartender had had the idea of creating his own mate for a long time. The search
for the right variety ultimately took the longest. After an importer for Brazilian mate was finally
found, the gekkoMate recipe was created in short order. The mate is gently heated at 50 - 60°C
so that it ferments. This process gives it its uncommon floral aroma compared to other Mate
beverages. It is refined with agave syrup and caffeine for a nice between-meals energy boost.

The Morgenroth family, which is now operating the mill into the 9th generation,
bought the mill as a grain and oil mill in January 1732, and expanded the mill with
other mill varieties such as gypsum, sawing, grains and mustard mills. Today, the
mill’s mustards are among the premium mustards in Germany, not least of which is
due to a mustard production process that is well-nigh extinct in the wake of mass
production. The secret lies in the processing of non-defatted certified eco-seed
from the region, which is crushed in the mill over a smooth roll grinder and in the
speed of the millstones, which in Kleinhettstedt rotate at only 55 rpm. Thus, the
mustard oil is retained, whereas in industrial plants milling at about 3.000 rpm, it
heats up and loses its aroma and flavour.

Contact
Gekko Mate GmbH
Schlesische Str. 29–30, D-10997 Berlin
t. +49 (0)151 67307874 e. info@gekko-mate.de
— www.gekko-mate.de

Christian Witte (middle) with vineyard team

Schloss Johannisberg
Geisenheim

Contact
Kunstmühle Kleinhettstedt
Kleinhettstedt 44, D-99326 Ilmtal
t. +49 (0)3629 3596 e. senfmuehle@gmx.de
— www.premiumsenf.de

Johannisberg Castle is a traditional vineyard in Johannisberg in the
Rheingau. As one of the best wine estates in Germany, the vineyard
belongs to the Association of the Predicate Wine Estates and has a
good location lying majestically on a hill high above the Rhine.
At the beginning of the Johannisberg's castle's wine history stands the
figure of Charlemagne (768-814). According to the legend, he had watched
the early snow melt on the Johannisberg from his palace at Ingelheim,
concluded therefore on its particular suitability for viticulture and planted
the first vines. A geographic feature is the steep Rebhang directly below the
castle terrace. Through these rows of vines runs exactly the 50th degree
of latitude. There are numerous stories of far-reaching significance about
the Johannisberg Castle. Not only that, the Johannisberg Castle is the first
Riesling vineyard in the world.

Finch Whiskydestillerie
Nellingen

| founded in 1999 | 4 employees |

On the Swabian highlands, the secret of whiskey production is still
cultivated and developed today. Master distiller Hans-Gerhard Fink
produces the German Highland Whisky finch here with his fine, upand-coming distillery.

Stählemühle
Eigeltingen

Contact
Fürst von Metternich Winneburg'sche Domäne Schloss
Johannisberg GbR
Schloss Johannisberg, D-65366 Geisenheim-Johannisberg
t. +49 (0)6722 70090 e. info@schloss-johannisberg.de
— www.schloss-johannisberg.de

What makes Swabian Highland Whisky special is that the finch whiskey combines
unspoiled nature, crystal clear Alpine air and the purest water. Here, very special
grains also grow in the barren rocky soil - the basis for its unique notes.
On the Aglishardt Estate, the finest wheat, barley and spelt thrive, which are later
distilled into the largest pot still in Germany. The finch Swabian Highland whiskey
is matured in the deep-vaulted cellars on Aglishardt in special oak barrels, whose
previous lives at top wineries in Europe are formative for the special whiskey
taste. After at least 3 years, when the fine whiskies achieve their ideal flavour
maturity, they are lovingly bottled by hand, bottle by bottle.

Christoph Keller

Contact
finch® Schwäbische Highlandwhiskydestillerie
Aicherstr. 7, D-89191 Nellingen
t. +49 (0)73 3796960 e. info@finch-whisky.de
— www.finch-whisky.de

| founded in 2005 | 2 employees |

When Christoph Keller took over „Stählemühle“, a former flour mill
in Hegau at Bodensee, he found a traditional agricultural license
to distill liquor that belonged to the property since the middle 18th
century. What he eventually did not expect, was that Stählemühle
would be of one the most appreciated distilleries in Germany and
since 2009 even among the Top Ten distilleries world wide.

| founded in 817 | 150 employees |

King of Salt
Bad Essen

| founded in 2012 | 3 employees |

King of Salt is a salt manufactory in Bad Essen in the Osnabrück
region (Lower Saxony). The family promotes, refines and markets
a salt-rarity: the Bad Essen Urmeersalz (primordial sea salt).
220 million years ago where Osnabrück is today, there were once
palm beaches and dinosaurs. The North German Plain and therefore
the Osnabrück region was covered by a sea, the primordial sea. The
primordial sea was created by a subterranean volcano, which is stuck 2.5
kilometers below the surface of the earth. Through the breaking up of the
soil layers, a small amount of precious primordial sea was sandwiched
between two layers of clay. Consequently, Bad Essen is the only place
in the world on which no rock salt from the primordial sea has formed.
Here instead, it has remained liquid for millions of years. The Bad Essen
primordial sea reservoir lies at a depth of 800m and is unaffected by
environmental influences. It contains sulphur, manganese, potassium,
calcium, magnesium and many other minerals that are not found in these
percentages in any other salt in the world.

Nevertheless being a career changer, Christoph Keller started teaching
himself distilling, which turned into a Hobby and a passion, but sooner then
later became an obsession and a science - and finally a profession. Today
Keller and Alexander Stein, who invented the internationally renowned
Schwarzwald Dry Gin „Monkey 47“ together, are among the most popular
distillers in the world.

Contact
Stählemühle – Aqua Vitae
Stählemühle, D-78253 Eigeltingen-Münchhöf
t. +49 (0)7771 87550 e. info@staehlemuehle.de
— www.staehlemuehle.de
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Contact
King of Salt
Am Freibad 5, D-49152 Bad Essen
t. +49 (0)5472 978384 e. info@kingofsalt.de
— www.king-of-salt.de
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Weingut Wechsler
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Senfmühle Kleinhettstedt
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Mali´s Délices
Kleinblittersdorf

| founded in 2009 | 1 employee |

Behind the name MaLi’s are hidden the initials of the two products with
which the gourmet manufactory all began: Marmalade and Liqueur.
For about 6 years, with her little gourmet manufactory in Kleinbittersdorf in
Saarland, Christine Breyer has been developing ever new creations by artfully
combining fruits and experimenting with numerous spices and treats. Exceptional
flavour and handmade quality are the major criteria that set MaLi’s Délices apart
from conventional products. She is convinced that no artificial flavour enhancers
and as little sugar as possible should be used, favouring instead a natural intense
fruit flavour. To preserve the freshness and the special taste, the fruit spreads at
MaLi’s Délices are only cooked up in small amounts (5 kg at most).

Contact
MaLi's Délices
Gut Hartungshof 6, D-66271 Kleinblittersdorf OT Bliesransbach
t. +49 (0)6805 6007063 e. info@malis-delices.de
— www.malis-delices.de

Manufaktur von Blythen

Manufaktur Jörg Geiger

Schlat

Cornelia Bohn

| founded in 1997 | 4 employees |

In the fruit-growing community of Schlat in Göppingen (BadenWürttemberg), the Manufacture Jörg Geiger produces high-quality
sparkling wines from regional fruit orchards.

The “Manufaktur von Blythen” (von Blythen Manufactory) in
Schöneiche near Berlin produces gourmet specialties made of edible
flowers.

In this agricultural landscape of the Swabian Alb grow old varieties of fruit that
Jörg Geiger uses as the basis for his creations. In his fruit manufactory, Jörg
Geiger collects and cultivates fruit rarities.
Jörg Geiger has a very special place in his heart for small, misshapen apples
and pears and for nearly forgotten old varieties. From these he mainly produces
soft sparkling wine, the “Prisecco,” which is drunk primarily as an alcohol-free
aperitif. But Jörg Geiger also has sparkling pear wine or pedigree varietal fruit
wines on offer.

Flowers have a long tradition in food culture, which Manufaktur von Blythen is
reviving. An old recipe book of her grandmother’s inspired Martina GöldnerKabitzsch to make aromatic liqueurs from flowers, spices and fruits. Since then,
she has been producing flower specialties such as spreads, honeys, vinegars,
marinades or chutneys that bear the characteristically fine flavour notes of the
individual flowers. All products are made traditionally, by hand, using the very
best ingredients with pure natural flowers.

Contact
Manufaktur Jörg Geiger GmbH
Reichenbacher Straße 2, D-73114 Schlat/Göppingen
t. +49 (0)7161 9990224 e. info@manufaktur-joerg-geiger.de
— www.manufaktur-joerg-geiger.de

Preussischer Whisky
Mark Landin

Schöneiche bei Berlin

| founded in 2003 | 21 employees |

| founded in 2008 | 1 employee |

Contact
Manufaktur von Blythen
Brandenburgische Straße 65, D-15566 Schöneiche bei Berlin
t. +49 (0)30 648490-27 e. info@von-blythen.de
— www.von-blythen.com

Only six years after its founding, the “Preusse” (the Prussian) has
already become one the most famous German whiskeys.
But getting there was another matter. After the first distillation, the whisky lay
dormant for five years in the open air store. On 12th December 2012, the first barrel
was finally bottled and immediately found favour among connoisseurs. Meanwhile,
the “Preusse” has become part of the range of over 50 dealers.
Ever since the first distillation in 2009, the Prussian whisky distillery has used
roasted malt and over beechwood-smoked malt. The mixture of the two types of
malt and Cornelia Bohn’s loving devotion to the product guarantee the untamed
character of the whisky. Maturing in select oak casks, each barrel now develops its
unique and distinctive flavour.

Contact
Preussische Whisky Destillerie
Am Gutshof 3, 16278 Mark Landin
t. +49 (0)33335 31895 e. info@preussischerwhisky.de
— www.preussischerwhisky.de
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Münchner Kind´l Senf
Fürstenfeldbruck

| founded in 1986 | 30 employees |

The success story of Münchner Kindl begins in the
time around 1920 at the “Viktualienmarkt” (Farmers
Market).
The Metzger Family potted the mustard prepared according to
old farmhouse recipes in small quantities by hand and passed it
on to its customers with their meat and sausage goods. Today
Münchner Kindl is a family-run eco-mustard manufacturer that
produces about 50 gourmet mustards in the Fuerstenfeldbruck
near Munich. Everything is fresh. The mustards that the
manufactory offers at the markets and by mail order are at most
three weeks old. The mustards are elaborated in several flavours:
raspberry, horseradish, beer, ramson.

Theo Hartl in mustard field

Contact
Münchner Kind'l Senf GmbH
Liebigstraße 15, D-82256 Fürstenfeldbruck
t. +49 (0)8141 363770 e. info@muenchner-kindl-senf.com
— www.muenchner-kindl-senf.com

Hausbrauerei Altstadthof
Nürnberg

| founded in 1984 | 12 employees |

Tom Drieseberg in his wine cellar

On the site of an historic brewery in Nuremberg’s old town, the classic
Nuremberg city beer – the “Rotbier” (red beer) – has found a new brewery.
What is especially important to the graduate brewmaster Reinhard Engel is the artisanal
production of his beers. Thus the brewing in the Hausbrauerei Altstadthof is done
completely traditionally in copper kettles, wooden vats and with old traditional equipment.

Contact
Nürnberger Altstadthof e. K. Hausbrauerei & Whiskydestille
Bergstraße 19-21, D-90403 Nürnberg
t. +49 (0)911 2449859 e. info@Hausbrauerei-Altstadthof.de
— www.hausbrauerei-altstadthof.de

Weingut Schloss-Saaleck
Hammelburg

Weingüter Wegeler
Oestrich-Winkel

Since its founding in 1984, the Hausbrauerei Altstadthof has dedicated itself to the craft
brewing of authentic Nuremberg beers. The most important foundation for the beer’s
drinking pleasure lies in the purity of the organically-certified ingredients. Therefore the
Hausbrauerei Altstadthof buys all its raw materials from local organic farms.
But not only beer is brewed out of the high-class special barley that is used in the
“Hausbrauerei Atstadthof”. For quite some time now, master brewer Engel has also
successfully been distilling excellent single malt whiskys – the first organic single malt
whisky in Germany!

| founded in 1882 | 20 employees |

The private winery Saaleck Castle was first mentioned in 1298 as a winery
of the monastery of Fulda and as one of the oldest wineries in the whole of
Franconia.

For generations wines with great aging potential and with a biography
that tell stories are grown at Wegeler wine-estates in Rheingau and Mosel.
Following their motto "Quality is our philosophy," the Wegeler family today exclusively
produces high-quality Rieslings just as they have done more than 130 years ago.
Wegeler produces wines with their own hands, wine making takes place exclusively
in their own cellars and the wines are filled with their own filling equipment. Thus, the
entire production process is controlled by Wegeler from the planting of the vineyards
to the filled bottles. Today the Wegeler own two wineries, the Oestrich-Manor in
Rheingau and the Bernkastel-Manor in the Mosel valley, with a total of 60 hectares.
Since 1998 the two estates are owned and managed by Anja Wegeler-Drieseberg and
Dr. Tom Drieseberg in the fourth generation.
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| founded in 1298 | 6 employees |

Today the vines grow in the old vineyards up to 80% steep. Much vineyard work and the
entire grape harvest is done by hand. The entire estate has been converted to organic
viticulture and bio-certified wines have been exclusively produced since 2013.

Contact
Weingüter Geheimrat J. Wegeler GmbH & Co. KG
Friedensplatz 9-11, D-65375 Oestrich-Winkel
t. +49 (0)6723 99090 e. info@wegeler.com
— www.wegeler.com

The private Saaleck Castle winery is the largest winery in place with its 18.5 hectares. In the
so-called "Chateau Schlossberg" excellent red and white wines are grown. In particular,
the microclimate within the vineyard wall makes you feel like you are in another world.
The philosophy of family Lange: "The quality of the wine comes from the vineyard and
continues in the wine cellar."
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Contact
Weingut Schloss Saaleck
Am Marktplatz 1, D-97762 Hammelburg
t. +49 (0)9732 78874-50 e. info@weingut-schloss-saaleck.de
— www.weingut-schloss-saaleck.de
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Senf Pauli
Hamburg

| founded in 2008 | 3 employees |

The little manufactory was founded in Hamburg by Eva Osterholz. Senf
Pauli products are sold mainly in shops run more out of love than pocket,
catering to pleasure-oriented customers who love to cook.
Even upscale restaurants, including well-known starred chefs, are among its customers.
The mustard is made with ground non-defatted mustard seeds, which is steeped to a mash
with water and vinegar. By mixing different hot mustard seeds, Senf Pauli determines the
spiciness level of the respective mustard varieties. The mustard mash is prepared by hand
and the sauces are cooked in small quantities in pots and stirred by hand and puréed. The
manufactory uses only high quality and flavour-rich ingredients, which are mainly sourced
from Germany, such as vinegar, juice, seeds, honey, salt and herbs.

Eva Osterholz

Contact
Senf Pauli
Hasselbrook Straße 52, D-22089 Hamburg
t. +49 (0)4104 975883 e. senf@senfpauli.de
— www.senfpauli.de

Joachim Heger

Rosenrot & Feengrün
Burg/Spreewald

| founded in 2004 | 2 employees |

Rosenrot and Feengrün run by Andrea Veltjens from the Spreewald
south of Berlin, specializes in jams and jellies, which pleasingly
stand out by through their select ingredients and the thoughtful
preparation of conventional fruit spreads.
The small gourmet manufactory exclusively uses native fruits, some of which
are sometimes gathered from the wild or grown in their own small orchards.
Similarly, the herbs used are taken from their own cottage garden. Thus no
indiscriminate “mixtures” occur; instead, thoughtful creations are produced
that complement the flavours of the individual ingredients and refine, refresh or
intensify these even further.

Patrick Schmitz & Sabine Pauly

Weingut Dr. Heger

Contact
Rosenrot & Feengrün Die Marmeladenmanufaktur
Ringchaussee 108, D-03096 Burg/Spreewald
t. +49 (0)35603 547 e. andrea.veltjens@t-online.de
— www.rosenrotundfeengrün.de

Ihringen

Sabine Pauly
Bendorf

| founded in 2014 | 11 employees |

The finest Grand Cru couvertures, aromatic fruit, fiery sharpness
and subtle flavours from fine spices. For her virtuoso chocolate
compositions, master confectioner Sabine Pauly only uses ingredients
of excellent quality.
For 12 years, Sabine Pauly learned the art of classic French patisserie in
Michelin-starred restaurants in Germany, and she spent four more years
building her own chocolaterie at her parents’ country house in the Eifel. Today, in
the new, 120 sqm Bendorf production with an attached shop, seven employees
and the gourmet press enthusiastically celebrate the young chocolaterie
owner.

Contact
Sabine Pauly GmbH
Engerser Straße 59, D-56170 Bendorf
t. +49 (0)2622 92187-73 e. bienvenue@sabinepauly.com
— www.sabinepauly.com
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| founded in 1935 | 9 employees |

Joachim Heger continues on the strict quality philosophy of his father
and grandfather and combines it with modern technology, a good deal of
enthusiasm and the strong will to produce only the very best wines.
In 1935, the Country Doctor Max Heger bought idle plots on Ihringer Winklerberg and thus
laid the foundation stone of the Dr. Heger vineyard. His son, Wolfgang Heger, led on the
operations in the 1960s. Today the company is running in the third generation formed by
the Geisenheim wine expert Joachim Heger and his wife Silvia.
The name Heger is inseparably connected to the Ihringer Winklerberg. A real "Grand Cru"Location which is one of the best known and most sought after locations in Germany due to
intact ecology and an exceptional terroir and due to being extremely steep, extremely hot and
extremely rocky. Joachim Heger is considered one of the best winemakers of Germany and
one of the largest private Steillage winemakers as some vineyards were formerly only worked
by means of the horse. His whole passion is directed towards the outstanding vineyard. In
2013 he was selected in the Gault Millau for his performance as winemaker of the year.

Contact
Weingut Dr. Heger
Bachenstraße 19/21, D-79241 Ihringen
t. +49 (0)7668 205 e. info@heger-weine.de
— www.heger-weine.de
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Schloss Schönborn
Hattenheim

MyHoney

Johanniskirchen

| founded in 1349 | 15 employees |

The Schönborn castle is situated in the Rheingau. Since 1349,
the vineyards in the districts on the Rhine partially belong
to the Counts of Schönborn.

Since Tanja Sunder Plassmann got her first two bee colonies as a
wedding gift, she combines her two passions on her honey farm in
Lower Bavaria: fine, exotic spices from all over the world and the love
for honey.

The estate now comprises 50 hectares which are planted up to 90%
with Riesling. Spätburgunder and Pinot Blanc vines can be found on the
remaining area. The domain of Schönborn Castle is a founding member
of the Association of Certified Wine Estates and has farmed its prized
position close to nature for many years.
Even prior to crushing, the Domänenweingut Schönborn Castle
tradition remains true; the wines are produced close to nature and have
been vinified in the historic cellar in Hattenheim for 500 years.
To date, the Domänenweingut Schönborn Castle has only marketed
home produced wines without any packaging of purchased
merchandise.

Sweet bavarian wild honey organically and sustainably farmed and finest, purest
spices are the high quality ingredients for her myHoneys. Inspired by Indian
chutneys, Tanja created seven varieties of her extraordinary spice honeys and
refined their recipes over the years.

Contact
Domänenweingut Schloss Schönborn
Hauptstr. 53, D-65347 Hattenheim
t. +49 (0)6723 91810 e. schloss-schoenborn@schoenborn.de
— www.schoenborn.de

Sekthaus Solter
Rüdesheim am Rhein

| founded in 1988 | 8 employees |

The Sekthaus Solter is considered the most prestigious sparkling winemaker
in the Rheingau. In a stately courtyard, where Johannes Brahms spent many
weeks on his summer holidays, amazing sparkling wine was composed,
formerly by Helmut Solter, and now by his wife and an all-women team.

Contact
Sekthaus Solter GmbH & Co.KG
Zum Niederwald Denkmal 2, D-65385 Rüdesheim am Rhein
t. +49 (0)6722 2566 e. mail@sekthaus-solter.de
— www.sekthaus-solter.de

| founded in 2013 | 1 employee |

Over 20 years ago, Solter came from Baden in the Rheingau, where he made himself
independent with a small sparkling wine winery which today produces 450.000 bottles a
year according the classic méthode champagnoise - most of which are commissioned by
renowned wineries, and about 70.000 of which are for the Solter Winery’s own stock. Its
sparkling wines come from its own vineyards in the Rheingau.
The Sekthaus has ten hectares of its own vineyards in the Rheingau and on the opposite
side of the Rhine River. The Chardonnay and Pinot Noir wines come foremost from
Rheinhessen. A specialty is the sparkling wine that is left on the lees for an especially long
time and then only disgorged and corked when they are to be sold to customers.

Tanja Sunder-Plassmann

As a one-woman manufactory, Tanja Sunder Plassmann produces all her honey by
hand and by herself. She also designs the packaging and promotion materials on
her own.

Contact
MyHoney Imkerei & Honigveredelung
Obere Hauptstrasse 10, D-84381 Johanniskirchen
t. +49 (0)8564-96 34 39 e. info@myhoney.info
— www.myhoney.info

Her premium honeys are not only highly enjoyable on bread or baguettes, they also
go well with cheeses and smoked meat or as a glaze for fish, poultry or meat. With
desserts and hot meals, they create an all-new pleasurable experience.

St. Erhard

− German Craft Beer
Bamberg

| founded in 2011 | 11 employees |

St. Erhard is the new German craft beer brand from Bamberg area,
the region with the highest density of breweries in the world.
Started in 2011 St. Erhard was developed to bring German brewing
excellence to a global audience. By now, St. Erhard is already exported to
countries like New Zealand, Hong Kong, India, and Mexico.
The young startup company particularly puts a lot of emphasis on design.
As the only German beer brand they have been awarded with the German
Design Award for their unique bottle design in 2014.

Contact
St. ERHARD GmbH
Kronacher Straße 41, D-96052 Bamberg
t. +49 (0)951 9649250 e. info@st-erhard.com
— www.st-erhard.com

Slyrs

Schliersee

The Slyrs Bavarian Single Malt Whisky is the pride of the Bavarian
distiller Florian Stetter: Bavarian whiskey which has only started
being produced since 1999 and of which there are "only" threeyear releases so far (a twelve-year 2015 is expected), has already
earned international recognition and gained a strong position in
the exclusive whiskey world gained.

Mandolero
Fürth

| founded in 2008 | ≈ 4 employees |

Robert Hofmann has been passionate about chocolate for a long time.
It led him to the wish to produce and refine chocolate himself. Hofmann
researched and autodidactically studied the art of chocolate-making
including manufacturing processes and the tempering of different kinds of
chocolate and started to develop his own innovative creations.
In 2009 Hofmann funded Mandolero Schokoladenmanufaktur in Fürth, close to
Nuremberg. Since then he and his team of four are producing chocolates with the joy
of discovering new exciting tastes and variations and with the dedication to the highest
quality standards. Robert Hofmann takes pride in his popular almond pralines which he
refined with ingredients like coconut, chilli, orange or cappuccino.
From the blending of the chocolate to the packaging of the pralines and bars, everything
is done exclusively by hand. After tempering, the chocolate is scooped and poured into
custom-built moulds, shaping it into the unique flat bars for a balanced taste.
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| founded in 1999 | ≈ 15 employees |

Here, the beginning was not easy: the trained brewer Florian Stetter had to
experiment for a long time before he could produce a distillate that would
meet his own quality standards which was achieved primarily in 1999 with his
traditional pot still distillery located in Upper Bavaria Schliersee. Since then,
has been Florian Stetter producing an annual, however, in very limited amount
of Slyrs Bavarian Single Malt Whisky with three years of aging in new barrels of
American oak, which is always sold out quickly.

Contact
Mandolero Nuss- & Schokoladenmanufaktur
Luisenstraße 3, D-90762 Fürth
t. +49 (0)911-52 78 97 00 e. info@mandolero.de
— www.mandolero.de

Contact
Slyrs Destillerie GmbH & Co. KG
Bayrischzeller Straße 13, D-83727 Schliersee
t. +49 (0)8026 9222795 e. info@slyrs.de
— www.slyrs.de

Christian Klemen
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Maximilian Schauerte & Daniel Schönecker

The Ostholsteiner
Lütjenburg

The Duke Destillerie
München

| founded in 2013 | 1 employee |

| founded in 2008 | 16 employees |

For long, the two Munich distillers Max and Daniel were in search
of the perfect gin. However, this true Wacholder spirit did not want
to be found. One night the "crazy idea" to distil their own gin: Duke
gin, was born.

Since 1824, Korn and other premium spirits have been produced in
"Holstein Switzerland" by a traditional enterprise D.H.
Boll.
The Ostholsteiner is the contemporary interpretation of this German "original
drink". Since the 15th century, Korn has been made in Germany; it is the spirit
with the oldest tradition in Germany. Similar to the German purity law for beer,
Korn may only be called a spirit, which consists exclusively of grain spirit and
water and is produced in Germany. As a "Doppelkorn" a Korn may be referred to
as containing at least 37.5% alcohol.

A whole year of development time left the gin distillers with enamoured time
to install the distillery, spy out on suitable suppliers and refine recipes, until
finally the first Duke in the bottle came. The result is a premium gin, which is still
produced by hand in small batches and its origin accented by two very suitable
Botanicals: malt and hops. The Duke Munich Dry Gin is made on the basis of a
mixture of different wheat distillates, along with 13 herbs and spices. Besides
the necessary Wacholder, classics such as coriander, lemon peel and angelica
roots are used. Another special feature of Gin: Gin has an organic quality and
most of the ingredients even come from the region.

The Ostholsteiner Doppelkorn is a typical German premium spirit, whose
quality and taste has set flavour standards for clear spirits and has gained
recognition for this. The Ostholsteiner has an exceptionally mild, balanced taste
with slight grain notes and hints of vanilla and liquorice.

Contact
THE OSTHOLSTEINER D.H. Boll Spirituosen GmbH
Waldweg 3B, D-24321 Lütjenburg
t. +49 (0)40 209337260 e. gummig@the-ostholsteiner.de
— www.the-ostholsteiner.de

Contact
The Duke Destillerie
Barer Straße 53, D-80799 München
t. +49 (0)89 454730-60 e. info@theduke-gin.de
— www.theduke-gin.de

Klosterbrauerei Neuzelle
Neuzelle

The Klosterbrauerei Neuzelle is one of the oldest and largest familyowned breweries in East Germany. The specialty manufactory is
appreciated worldwide for its exclusive quality beers.

Steinwälder Hausbr. Schraml
Erbendorf

| founded in 1589 | 42 employees |

| founded in 1818 | 10 employees |

Thanks to the traditional art of brewing passed on from the monks, combined
with Neuzeller creativity and passion, every single beer becomes something
very special. Hence, you can bathe in Neuzeller Badebier (bathing beer) or
be convinced of the revitalizing effect of its anti-aging beer.

The Schraml distillery in Erbendorf in the Upper Palatinate (Bavaria)
is conducted by the 6th generation of the Schraml family.

The Klosterbrauerei Neuzelle is one of Germany’s most innovative
breweries today. More than 40 beers are developed and every year
more innovative flavour combinations are added, which are exported
internationally to over 10 countries. Nevertheless, the age-old recipes
and experience are highly valued and maintained. Hence modernity and
tradition are joined in a happy marriage. Each Neuzeller beer is thus an
original that stands out from the mass of assembly-line beers.

With Stonewood 1818, the oldest whiskey in Germany has been produced here
since the 19th century. The first and only customer at the time of the first spirits was
the Bavarian military. Johann Baptist Schraml, former cavalry officer and participant
in Napoleon's Russian campaign of 1812, probably had a special relationship to here.
Under the descendants of Jacob and Christoph-Karl the times were peaceful and
the distillery grew greater. The fruit brandies typical of Bavaria as well as cordials and
then also whiskey were added during the 19th century. In recent years, international
prizes were won for whiskey; fruit brandy and gin (gold medals World Spirit Awards
from 2008 to 2013). All processes take place manually. All brandies are distilled
several times.

Contact
Steinwälder Hausbrennerei Schraml
Pfarrgasse 22, D-92681 Erbendorf
t. +49 (0)9682 183690 e. gregor.schraml@brennerei-schraml.de
— www.brennerei-schraml.de
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Contact
Klosterbrauerei Neuzelle GmbH
Brauhausplatz 1, D-15898 Neuzelle
t. +49 (0)33652 8100 e. fritsche@klosterbrauerei.com
— www.klosterbrauerei.com

Braumeister Christian Pohl
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Villa W. Weinmanufaktur
Traben-Trarbach

| founded in 1789 | 12 employees |

The Villa W. wine manufactory arose from a 200-year-old family-run
winery.
The Villa W. (for Würzgarten: spice garden) is located in the wine-growing village
of Traben-Trarbach on the middle Mosel region and grows wine only in the best
locations in the Mosel. The vineyards of Villa W are steep slopes. This ensures
that the bulk of the work in the vineyard is done by hand. Thanks to this personal
attention, the exclusively cultivated Rieslings grow and thrive particularly well.
The combination of Riesling vines and the unique slate soil --the distinctive terroir
of the Mosel-- ensures healthy, juicy grapes. On the steep slope, the shale attracts
a particularly great amount of solar heat and releases it to the vines at night. The
cool natural slate cellar of Villa W offers the perfect conditions for the fermentation
and maturation of the wines. The wines in the cellar of Villa W often ferment well into
the spring. Due to the very slow and gentle fermentation, even the most delicate
flavours are preserved. This is the only way to create premium Mosel Rieslings.

Contact
Villa W. Weinmanufaktur GmbH
Rißbacher Straße 35, D-56841 Traben-Trarbach
t. +49 (0)6541 17277 e. ursula@villawworld.com
— www.villaw.de

Wusil-Pfefferminze
Sitzendorf

| founded in 1931 | 7 employees |

The Erich Wutzig Company, whose headquarters are in the village
of Thuringia, is a family business in the third generation and is the
producer of the popular Wusil-peppermint.
Erich Wutzig was an inventive and enterprising man. After a few years of
unemployment in 1931 he founded a coffee roasting and so laid the foundations
for the later production of the popular Wusil peppermint dragees. During the
war the company was "not essential to the war" and classified as closed to
public assembly. After the war, began the production of Wusitta with the use
of baking ingredients and so supplied the surrounding industrial bakeries
with colours and flavours. Finally, in the early fifties, Wutzig had the idea of the
peppermint, which won the title as a cult object in the former GDR.

Severin Simon

Contact
Fa. Erich Wutzig – Inh. Andreas Saf
Bahnhofstraße 7, D-07429 Sitzendorf
t. +49 (0)30 962027-81 e. info@berliner-kuesse.de
— www.berliner-kuesse.de/Wusil.html

Feinbrennerei Simon’s
Alzenau

Since 1707 the Simon family have cultivated their little piece of
land in Alzenau in Lower Franconia (Bavaria). Once a classic
mixed farming operation, over the centuries the farm has
developed into a winery and a distillery.

Goldhelm Schokolade
Erfurt

| founded in 1879 | 2 employees |

The great-great grandfather Johann Simon procured a distillery licence in
1879 and founded the distillery; one hundred years later, the first vineyards
were planted. Now in its 5th generation, old traditions of artisanal distilling are
maintained and transferred to modern distillates. The once fruit schnappscentred distillery is currently developing into a manufactory for classic brandies.
Regional fruit from orchards, the best home-grown barley and exciting spices
and herbs from all over the world are refined in the Severin Simons stills.

| founded in 2006 | 45 employees |

Goldhelm Schokolade from Erfurt (Thuringia) is now one of the top
chocolateries in Germany.
In the manufactory of the company’s founder and chocolatier Alexander Kühn,
there are over 90 unusual chocolate varieties on offer. The ingredients at
Goldhelm are mostly local. Kühn buys apples, pears and plums at the market and
he sometimes even collects local herbs himself. When it’s asparagus season, then
there’s asparagus chocolate. The oranges for the Campari-orange-chocolate,
however, come from Mallorca. But, the most important ingredient of all is the
chocolate. Kühn therefore conches the chocolate for at least three days, and then
specially prepares the couvertures from selected manufacturers.
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Contact
Goldhelm Schokoladen Manufaktur
Krämerbrücke 12–14, D-99084 Erfurt
t. +49 (0)361 660985-1 e. info@goldhelm-schokolade.de
— www.goldhelm-schokolade.de

Contact
Feinbrennerei Simon's
Dörsthof 4, D-63755 Alzenau
t. +49 (0)6023 50721-91 e. spirit@feinbrenner.eu
— www.feinbrenner.eu
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Weingut Schloss Wackerbarth
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Alexander Kühn - Goldhelm Schokolade
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Weingut Schloss Wackerbarth
Radebeul

Weingut Wechsler
Westhofen

| founded in 1999 | 120 employees |

Since the 18th century, Schloss Wackerbarth in Saxon Radebeul has been
synonymous with fine wine and royal joie de vivre.

The estate of Katharina Wechsler is located in the historic centre of
Westhofen (Rhineland-Palatinate) at the market place. Her family
farmed 17 acres of vineyards in locations such as Kirchspiel,
Morstein and the smallest single ply of Westhofen "Benn" whose
distinctive feature is that it is completely family-owned.

The high quality standards for fine wine and sparkling wine from Schloss Wackerbarth
are founded on great traditions. One of the most prominent customers was no less
a figure than August the Strong (*1670; †1733) - Elector of Saxony, under whose
governance Dresden experienced its cultural flourishing. The special feature of Saxon
wine production is the highly manual management of the vineyards, of which 55% are
slope and steep slopes. The 400-year-old terrace walls of the vineyards tell of a great
tradition. They bear vines – over sixty-years old – whose roots dug deeply into the
unusually mineral-rich soils composed of weathered stone.
The sparkling wine (Sekt) also comes from a tradition-rich House - the “Bussard”
sparkling wine cellar. Founded in Radebeul in 1836, it is today considered to be the
second-oldest German sparkling wine producer in the country. The grapes were
processed according to the method of classic bottle fermentation.

Contact
Sächsisches Staatsweingut GmbH Schloss Wackerbarth
Wackerbarthstraße 1, D-01445 Radebeul
t. +49 (0)351 89550 e. kontakt@schloss-wackerbarth.de
— www.schloss-wackerbarth.de

| founded in 2010 | 2 employees |

Katharina belongs to the younger generation of winemakers in Germany
with the production of only four vintages. The estate had no successor and
threatened to phase out, as Katharina aborted her tents in Berlin, and knocked
at the door again in Westhofen. She learned quickly and professionally how
to make wine, and completed her first bottles of wine in 2010. Her philosophy
is to produce authentic and characterful wines in which elegance and finesse
stand in the foreground. The grape varieties are, inter alia, Riesling, Silvaner and
Scheurebe.

Cellar master Jürgen Aumüller

Weingut Müller-Catoir
Haardt

Contact
Weingut Wechsler
Wormser Straße 1, D-67593 Westhofen
t. +49 (0)151 42322482 e. katharina@weingut-wechsler.de
— www.weingut-wechsler.de

| founded in 1744 | 15 employees |

The Müller-Catoir winery is a family-run winery in Haardt on the
wine route in the German Palatinate wine region.
Located above the Rhine valley the winery has been family property since
1744. For generations the estate was not only a country residence but also an
investment asset of the Huguenot family Catoir whose main source of income
was the leather fabrication brought over from France.
Philipp David Catoir now runs the estate in the 9th generation. Since 2004 it
belongs to the Association of German predicate and quality wines (VDP). Pinot
Blanc, Pinot Gris, Pinot Noir, Rieslaner, Scheurebe, Muscat and Sauvignon
Blanc are grown in addition to the main grape variety, the Riesling. In 2006
Martin Franzen the winemaker of the winery was added to the list of "Wine
Personalities of the Year” by the renowned wine critic Robert Parker.

Contact
Weingut Müller-Catoir
Mandelring 25, D-67433 Haardt an der Weinstrasse
t. +49 (0)6321 2815 e. weingut@mueller-catoir.de
— www.mueller-catoir.de

Katharina Wechsler

Weingut Nick Köwerich
Leiwen

| founded in 1548 | 1 employee |

The winery is located in Köwerich Leiwen on the Mosel. The winery
produces only Riesling as one finds ideal conditions on the Mosel.
The foundation which Nick Köwerich uses in Leiwen on the Mosel is slate
floors, steep slopes with intense sunlight and a long growing period. Wine
presses from the 3rd century attest to the fact that in ancient times wine was
already being made. Riesling has been cultivated on the Mosel since 1465.
Nick Köwerich is a winery that wants to preserve the tradition of the Mosel
Riesling, yet in innovative ways. So Nick Köwerich has decided to vinify a total of
5 different Rieslings, which are all different in character and style. Clear terms:
There are 5 wines with 5 characters, no more.

Contact
Weingut Nick Köwerich
Maximinstraße 11, D-54340 Leiwen
t. +49(0)6507 4282 e. weingut.koewerich@t-online.de
— www.weingutkoewerich.de
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Faude feine Brände
Bötzingen

| founded in 2006 | 3 employees |

Florian Faude produces fine fruit brandies in his own distillery in
Bötzingen (Baden-Wurttemberg).
Florian Faude is in pursuit of the perfect flavour, and so it is hardly
surprising that his spirits are offered in Michelin-starred restaurants.
Faude recognizes the advantages to cultivated fruit, but prefers the old,
high-stemmed varieties. His varietal Rubinette brandy will probably not be
the last homage he makes to a time-honoured fruit.
Faude’s goal is to make a contribution that will entice consumers to break
away from “run of the mill spirits”.

Contact
Faude feine Brände
Hausbrennerei Kaiserstuhl/Baden
Bergstrasse 18, D-79268 Bötzingen
t. +49 (0)7663 60752-55 e. office@faude-feine-braende.com
— www.faude-feine-braende.com

Florian Faude
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Weingut Paul Weltner
Röselsee

| founded in 1910 | 1 employee |

Paul Weltner has become one of the best producers of Silvaner in
Franconia in the eleven years in which he has taken over the ten-acre
vineyard in Rödelsee run by his father.
The love for this grape variety is "an old story" on the estate: the great-grandfather
had already had them stand unmixed at times during which the mixed sediment still
dominated.
However, Weltner’s Silvaner, which he deliberately writes with an old-fashioned "y",
unlike the modern, is the mostly rich wine from this variety. It is slim, tight and mineral,
even in the large greenhouse area. Silvaner is the Franconian grape variety par
excellence. The "hope of the new generation of Frankish winemakers" took after his
cellerman’s teaching and education by two well known experienced teachers in the
Pfalz winery, the wine-growers Hansjörg Rebholz and Hans-Günter Schwarz. Purist,
ancestry-embossed wines were his goal from the beginning.

Paul Weltner

Contact
Weingut Weltner
Wiesenbronner Straße 17, D-97348 Röselsee
t. +49 (0)9323 3646 e. info@weingut-weltner.de
— www.weltnerwein.de

Wesermühle
Langwedel

| founded in 2008 | 3 employees |

The Weser mill is located on a beautiful old farm in the village
of Hagen-Grinden in Lower Saxony. Here, the mill produces high
quality oils that are among the highest of quality in Germany.
Due to the fact that the Weser Mill is coldly pressed and only seeds from
organic farming are used, their specialties are healthy and tasty, as it is
otherwise known only by the small village mills in which the tradition of regional
pressed oils is still held high.
Especially with linseed oil, but also in hemp oil, the Weser mill pays particular
attention to a gentle, slow pressing. Oils of the Weser mill are not filtered, since
the pressing by a layer filter noxious heat is produced. Thus, all edible oils of the
Weser mill have a raw food quality.

Weingut Prinz von Hessen
Geisenheim

Contact
Wesermühle
Hagener Straße 4, D-27299 Langwedel-Etelsen
t. +49 (0)4235 9423-76 e. info@wesermuehle.com
— www.wesermuehle.com

| founded in 1957 | 14 employees |

The House of Hesse overlooks over 800 years of history and is
connected with most European royal houses - including Queen
Victoria, Kaiser Wilhelm II and Tsar Alexander II

Qonzern
Düsseldorf

| founded in 2010 | 4 employees |

Qonzern from Düsseldorf brought a premium vodka on the
market in September 2013 that was not filtered, but instead,
distilled 7 times.

The Prinz von Hessen winery is located on the south-eastern outskirts of
Johannisberg in the Rheingau and was acquired in 1957 by Philip, Landgraf von
Hessen for the Hessian House Foundation. Donatus Landgraf von Hessen is its
managing director today.
Being picturesque and close to the River Rhine, the young and dynamic team
makes wine out of internationally highly rated Rieslings led by the winery
Director Dr. Clemens Kiefer and Sascha Huber. Rich humus and mineral soils,
sunny slopes, the greatest care, selective harvest and technically advanced
processing methods are the guarantors for the excellent quality of the wines of
Prinz von Hessen.

For the founders of the Qonzern, Raimund Schmelzer and Michael
Stemprock, it is important to preserve the original flavour of the vodka,
its naturalness and purity. Therefore, for the production of the premium
distillate, pure primary rock water is exclusively used that is freshly
drawn from the spring for each individual production and processed
within 24 hours. In the distillation, the winter wheat from Austria ensures
full character.

Contact
Weingut Prinz von Hessen
Johannisberg im Rheingau Grund 1, D-65366 Geisenheim
t. +49 (0)6722 409180 e. weingut@prinz-von-hessen.de
— www.prinz-von-hessen.de

Contact
Qonzern GmbH & Co. KG
Ronsdorfer Straße 75, D-40233 Düsseldorf
t. +49 (0)211 87575757 e. mail@qonzern.com
— www.qonzern.com
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Weingut Bergdolt

Weingut Schäffer
Volkach

Neustadt an der Weinstraße

| founded in 1958 | 2 employees |

| founded in 1754 | 5 employees |

This small family winery is located in the heart of the Schäffer Escher
village just off the Main loop at the foot of the world-famous location of
Escherndorf Lump.

The estate, which originally belonged to the St. Lamprecht (Palatinate)
monastery and later to Heidelberg University, was taken over in 1754 by
Jakob Bergdolt.

To produce high quality wine is the purpose in life for generations of the Schaffer family that
has been living in Escherndorf since 1524. In the late 1980s, Egon Schaffer took the oldest
Escherndorfer winery. Quality is grown in the vineyard. Promoting it is the primary goal of
Egon Schäffer. He achieves this by selective work performed during the growing season
from the spring of the young sprouts to harvest. By manually-harvesting all the vineyards,
the experienced winemaker harvests only those grapes that meet his perceived quality.
Only dry, natural and compatible wines from the grape varieties, Riesling Silvaner, MüllerThurgau, Pinot Meunier, Pinot Blanc and Bacchus are produced. Genetically-modified
yeast aroma and sweet reserves are a taboo and chemical de-acidification is traditionally
omitted from the enrichment of wines. Last but not least the wines indulge a long contact
with the lees before bottling and mature in an appropriate quality.

The vineyard's tradition is now being continued in the 8th and 9th generation by Rainer
and Carolin Bergdolt. The old family property lies in the beautiful Palatinate wine-growing
village of Duttweiler, close to the town of Neustadt an der Weinstraße. The vineyard is a
member of the Association of German Prädikat Wine Estates (VDP) and of the Deutsches
Barrique-Forum. The 24 hectares of the vineyard are cultivated following the guidelines of
ecological wine-growing. Bergdolt has long made a name for itself as a producer of highquality Weissburgunder, its reputation reaching far beyond the borders of the Palatinate.
But Riesling is also on great form here. Moreover, Carolin Bergdolt and her life partner,
the designer Magnus Mewes, have found a fascinating enhancement to their work in the
vineyard, combining wine with design.

Contact
Weingut Egon Schäffer
Astheimer straße 17, D-97332 Volkach-Escherndorf
t. +49 (0)9381 9350 e. info@weingut-schaeffer.de
— www.weingut-schaeffer.de

Contact
Weingut Bergdolt
Dudostrasse 17, D-67435 Neustadt an der Weinstraße
t. +49 (0)6327 5027 e. info@weingut-bergdolt.de
— www.weingut-bergdolt.de

Weingut Johannishof
Johannisberg/Rheingau
| founded in 1685 | 4 employees |

In the famous village of Johannisberg in the Rheingau, here in
the district’s ground beneath the Convent Johannisberg, lies the
Johannishof vineyard. Since 1999, Johannes and Sabine Eser have
been leading the fate of the winery in the 10th generation.
There is always up to 50 wines consisting of 20 vintages to choose from. In
addition to the base wines, a wide selection of Cabinet wines and late vintages,
Charter Rieslings, Erste (Große) Gewächse to noble sweet specialties such as
Auslese, Beerenauslese, Eiswein and Trockenbeerenauslese is offered. The
winery is one of the best German Predicate Wine Estates (VDP) and vinifies
Charta wines and Erste (Große) Gewächse.

Family Eser

Contact
Weingut Johannishof
Grund 63, D-65366 Johannisberg/Rheingau
t. +49 (0)6722 8216 e. info@weingut-johannishof.de
— www.weingut-johannishof.de

Weingut K.F. Groebe
Westhofen

| founded in 1763 | 3 employees |

The K.F. Groebe winery was founded in 1625 in Westhofen. The grapes thrive
in centuries-old Westhofener vineyards on soils that have been maintained
by the family Groebe for generations.
Today, nine hectares of vineyards are cultivated, located exclusively in the best old
Westhofener core layers and are planted with traditional varieties. Winemaker Friedrich
Groebe follows the principle that good wine needs philosophy and craftsmanship, but no
technology. So it is only logical that the winery KF Groebe counts as one of the founding
members of the "Environmentally friendly controlled wine eV".
The K.F. Groebe winery is a member of the Association of German Predicate Wine Estates
(VDP) and has classified vineyards in the positions of Westhofener Aulerde, Westhofener
Kirchspiel and Westhofener Morstein.
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Contact
Weingut K.F. Groebe
Mainzer Strasse 18, D-67593 Westhofen
t. +49 (0)6244 4523 e. weingut.k.f.groebe@t-online.de
— www.weingut-k-f-groebe.de
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Jörg Hector

Bliesgau Ölmühle
Bliesransbach

| founded in 2007 | 4 employees |

Patric Bies and Jörg Hector produce a range of high-quality oils in their
Bliesgau oil mill on the historical estate of Hartungshof (Saarland), but
above all a regional speciality: gold-of-pleasure oil.
Gold-of-pleasure oil was almost unknown until a few years ago, now it is a gourmet oil in
a class of its own. Word has got around in upmarket gastronomy of the qualities of goldof-pleasure oil. But the Celts and Romans had long ago considered gold-of-pleasure
(Latin name: Camelina sativa) to be an important foodstuff. In the Middle Ages, French
gourmets used to praise it as "sésame d'Allemagne" (German sesame). The two oil
millers realised that it is a delicious and - due to its high omega-3 fatty acid content – a
very healthy oil: because of its tender nuances, reminiscent of peas and asparagus, a
well-known oil sommelier recently described it effusively as "the olive oil of the north".
But the gold-of-pleasure pioneers Patric Bies and Jörg Hector don't want to compare it
to olive oil. For every region in the world has its own "oil ambassador". And for Saarland –
which is where they live - this is without a doubt gold-of-pleasure oil.

Contact
Bliesgau Ölmühle
Gut Hartungshof 6, D-66271 Bliesransbach
t. +49 (0) 6805 9 29 80 85 e. bliesgauoele@web.de
— www.bliesgauoele.de
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